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I
T’S MY least favourite of

the recipes you do,” said

Kath. While my wife can

be fairly diplomatic, she’s

always careful to make her

intentions clear.

In this case she was

referring to one of my Top

10 easy Asian dishes – fish

fragrant aubergines from

TV chef Ching He Huang’s

cookbook. It has no fish in

it, but contains minced

pork, aubergines, and a

ferocious dose of chilli.

The taste is sensational,

but it has a kick like a mule

– great when you’ve got a

cold. Men generally love

fi erce, fi ery chillies (see

feature p40), but many

women including my wife

seem to prefer food with

mild, background heat and

a rich flavour.

So are hot chillies a bloke

thing? Do other chaps out

there do the decent thing

(as I do), and hang back on

the heat when cooking,

then at the table dip into a

separate tub of ground

home-grown chilli flakes to

pep-up their plate?

Kath also has a thing

about salt, and forbids me

from cooking with it –

though this is to do with the

never-ending stream of

healthy eating messages

rather than taste. Savoury

dishes without salt can be

terribly bland. Why bother

eating something that

doesn’t taste good?

And that’s an interesting

point, because while Kath

recognises the health issues

around another condiment,

sugar, she bakes the most

sensational cakes….

I wrote a final line here,

but deleted it on health

grounds. Ha

great gard

week
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It makes scents

WEET PEAS are

popular and, being

hardy annuals are

easy to grow, so perfect

for any gardener.

Sown now and kept in a

coldframe or unheated

greenhouse, they will be

ready to plant out once

the frosts have passed.

Sow sweet pea seeds now for a gloriously scented 

blaze of summer glory, says Ruth

Sweet pea seeds grow best in deep

pots filled with fresh compost
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S
PRING IS in the air and if 

fl owers aren’t everywhere 

just yet, they soon will be. 

Gardens are springing back to life 

and on page 10 we start a new 

‘what’s on’ column listing some of 

the horticultural events going on 

around the country each week. If 

you have an event you’d like listed, 

please get in touch. I’m looking 

forward to this summer’s sweet 

peas (right) and suggesting some 

new varieties available this year. 

Graham is pruning clematis (p6) 

and buying plug plants (p12) and 

we’re also refreshing patio pots 

(p8) and keeping a pest/disease 

diary (p10). It’s getting busy again!

S
Q�AG is again supporting 

Mr Fothergill’s Sweet Pea 

Competition for the best 

bunch of home-grown 

sweet peas. It has a first 

prize of £500. Further 

details coming soon.

Q�Don’t miss AG next week 

– we’re giving away sweet 

pea ‘Fragrantissima’.

Ruth Hayes
AG’S GARDENING WRITER

WESTLAND ROSE

Food contains the key 

nutrients that roses 

need to produce 

beautiful flowers. This 

high-potassium mix has

essential trace elements

and the right balance of

nutrients to keep roses 

healthy and strong. We 

have five to give away.

To enter the draw, send your name and 

address on the back of a postcard to Rose 

Food Draw, Amateur Gardening, Westover 

House, West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset BH15 

1JG. Or email your details to ag_giveaway@

timeinc.com, heading the email Rose Food 

Draw. The closing date for the draw is: 

Wednesday 11 February, 2015.

PRIZE DRAW
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th AG ex perts Graham Clarke and Ruth Hayes 
week

gardening 

Welcom e
Sweet peas ke ert e, we -dra ned, 
humus-rich soil and full sun or light 
dappled shade. For the best results, 
dig in lots of organic matter such as 

garden compost or well-rotted 
manure at least four weeks before 
planting out, and apply a general 

fertiliser. Water the plants well 
during dry spells.

top tip
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Sowing sweet peas 

1To help germination, soak the seeds for 24

hours, then dry them on kitchen paper

Discard any that float – they may not be viable.

2 If some haven’t soaked up water, make a 

shallow cut with a sharp knife opposite the

‘eye’ (where the shoot will be produced).

5In April, tease apart the seedlings and plant

outdoors in well-prepared soil or a large pot.

Support with 6ft (2m) canes or hazel stems.

4Place the pots in a coldframe or unheated

greenhouse, keeping them just moist.

Protect the seedlings from birds, slugs and mice.

3 Sow seeds in deep pots, 2in (5cm) apart in 

holes made with the end of a pencil, then 

cover with ½in (1cm) compost. Water thoroughly.

 

Some new peas to tempt you!

Q Make root-trainer 

tubes out of the 

insides of toilet rolls. 

Sow one seed per 

roll, and fix the rolls 

together with 

paperclips in a 

seedtray for stability. 

At planting, the 

cardboard tubes can 

be placed straight 

into the ground 

where they will rot 

away, meaning the 

plant roots are left 

undisturbed.

Alternatively

Q ‘Turquoise Lagoon’: Delicate pink blooms

mature to a striking turquoise. Flowers even

change colour in the vase after cutting!

(Thompson & Morgan 	 0844 573 1818)

Q ‘Lord Anson’s Pea’: A dwarf unscented 

perennial with clear blue flowers. Its sprawling 

habit makes it ideal for weaving through bushes 

and up low walls. (T&M 	 0844 573 1818)

Q ‘Little Red Riding Hood’: White with a hint of 

pink blush and a red hood. Sweetly fragrant, 

perfect for garden displays and indoor 

arrangements. (T&M 	 0844 573 1818)

Q ‘Norther

dwarf plan

crimson fla

flushed wit

Excellent f

baskets an

borders. (

	 0844 573

Q ‘Chance’: An

eye-catching

sweet pea that

is great for the

garden, but it

is also perfect

for exhibiting,

with its long

stems and a

strong, typical

sweet pea

perfume.

(Unwins,

	 0844 573

8400)

Q Romeo

and Juliet:

‘Romeo’

produces

large, scented

white flowers

edged with

inky purple

on long

stems. ‘Juliet’

has cream

flowers with

a heady, citrus

fragrance.

(Unwins,

	 0844 573

8400)
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Clematis cut-backs
Now is the time to prune those clematis varieties in

Groups 2 and 3. Graham explains how to go about it

Although clematis resemble dead sticks at

the moment, they are ready to burst into life

HERE ARE hundreds of different

types of clematis – and now is the

time to prune some of them. I say

some, as clematis are divided into three

distinct groups – and it pays to know

which ones you’ve got. Those in Groups

2 and 3 need pruning now. Although

they need to be tackled in slightly

different ways, follow the advice here

and they’ll give a great display later on.

T

Group 2 clematis
Q Pruning: Aim to retain a framework of old wood 

and also stimulate new shoots. Remove dead and 

dying stems now, cutting back to just above a strong

pair of buds. Tie stems to supports as necessary. 

A
ll
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GROUP 2 clematis frequently 

produce two flushes of flowers 

during the growing year – one on 

wood produced in the previous 

year, and again in late summer 

and autumn on new wood.

Staggering the pruning of 

Group 2 clematis – cutting 

back some shoots later than 

others – will result in a longer 

flowering period.

Q GROUP 2

clematis include:

‘Countess of

Lovelace’, ‘Carnaby’

(left), ‘Elsa Spath’,

‘Lasurstern’

(below), ‘Nelly

Moser’ and ‘Marie

Boisselot’.

THESE CLEMATIS flower in late 

summer on growth made during 

the season. They make new growth 

from the base each year, so should 

be pruned hard annually (otherwise 

vigour and flowering performance will 

diminish over time).

Q Pruning: If any 

have been killed b

them right out: ne

usually develop 

from ground leve

Then cut the top 

growth back to 

6-18in (15-45cm) 

above ground leve

pruning back hard

to a pair of buds 

(circled). 

Your
gardening 

week

Group 2 clematis can be grown with 
minimal pruning, cutting hard back 
every three or four years. Note that 
following a hard pruning the fi rst 

fl ush of fl owers is lost, but the 
second fl ush is greatly enhanced. 
Clematis montana (Group 1) can 

also be pruned hard back 
every three or four years.

top tip

Q GROUP 3 clematis include: ‘Jackmanii’,

‘Etoile Violette’, ‘Ernest Markham’ (above

right), ‘Gravetye Beauty’, ‘Ville de Lyons’,“Mme

Julia Correvon’ and ‘Bill Mackenzie’ (above).

CLEMATIS IN this group flower early 

in the year, on wood produced in the 

previous growing year. They should be 

pruned, if necessary, immediately after 

flowering. Group 1 clematis include all 

forms of C. montana, C. macropetala,

C. alpina, C. aristata, C. armandii, 

C. cirrhosa and C. ‘Blue Bird’.
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Cut back unwanted and badly-placed

shoots, but retain a framework of old wood

Group 3 clematis

Group 1 clematis
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Both potted ornamental and 

fruit trees look great on a patio

ONTAINER-GROWN trees, shrubs

and perennials can look tired and

neglected after a few years, and

late winter to early spring is the perfect

time to do something about it.

Use the dormant weeks just before the

plants put on new growth to either re-

pot them into new containers or freshen

up existing compost by top-dressing.

Re-potting should take place every

two to four years, as plant roots will

If your permanent container displays are less than

perky, Ruth shows how to restore them to glory
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Container-grown plants, trees and 
shrubs are as vulnerable to attack 

by pests and diseases as their 
border-planted counterparts. 
Keep an eye out for problems 

and treat immediately with the 
appropriate pesticides 
and insecticides, or use 

organic solutions.

top tip

Refresh tired pots

eventually fill containers and use up all 

the nutrients contained in their compost.

In between repotting, top dressing 

(scraping off the old compost from the 

top of the container and replacing with 

new) will keep plants in good condition.

Don’t panic if the plant roots have 

filled their container. Slightly stressed 

plants often flower well, and their 

slower growth reduces the amount of 

maintenance needed.

Re-potting
permanent containers

1 I took the plant out of its pot and gently 

rubbed some of the old compost off the roots

 

WE INHERITED an acer in a container and it 

has never really thrived. So I decided to re-pot 

it – and discovered that instead of being pot-

bound, it’s roots had failed to spread and its 

compost was compacted and waterlogged. 

Hopefully it will now start to thrive in its new 

container and growing medium. 2 I put crocks over the new pot drain hole so it 

won’t block and waterlog the compost

Helping pots 

last longer

Q In years when you don’t re-pot, topdress your 

container by scraping a 2in (5cm) depth of old 

compost from the top of the pot and replacing it 

with fresh compost to give plants a boost.

Top dressing

Q Topdressing with grit and using crocks all 

help to improve drainage, but to make sure your 

container isn’t left sitting in a puddle over the 

winter, stand it on feet to keep drain hole clear.

Pot feet
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3 I replaced my acer’s compost with fresh soil-

based John Innes No 3 to provide stability 4 I trimmed roots that had become straggly, 

and others that had balled together 5 Then I set the plant in place, firm it in, 

watered it then topdressed with grit

Choosing the right compost

Q Terracotta pots can crack in very cold weather, 

and frost will damage plant roots and can kill 

tender plants. So swaddle vulnerable containers 

and plants in horticultural fleece or bubblewrap.

Wrapping

Q Clay pots that crack and break in winter let 

in the cold and wet, and there’s a chance that 

fungal diseases could afflict plant’s roots. Repot 

plant in a new pot. Use the old one for crocks.

Cracked pots

Q Garden compost: Make a compost 

heap and fill it with a green kitchen 

waste, chopped woody stems and grass 

cuttings. It’s a good way to recycle waste 

material; the compost is free; and it will 

contain useful nutrients. With grit and 

fertiliser added it makes a good potting 

compost for mature plants.

Q Multi-purpose: This compost 

is widely available from 

many manufacturers, and is 

relatively cheap. It works quite 

well for sowing more robust 

seeds in pots, potting on 

young plants and planting up 

containers or hanging baskets. 

Use in borders to improve soil. 

Q Ericaceous: 

Lime-free, 

acidic compost 

for plants such 

as azaleas, 

blueberries, 

rhododendrons, 

heathers and 

camellias that 

do not thrive in 

alkaline soil.

Q John Innes: These are mixtures of loam, top soil, peat, grit 

and fertilisers. Variations include seed composts, John Innes 

No 1 (for young seedlings or rooted cuttings), No 2 for house 

plants and veggies in medium-sized pots, and No 3 for mature, 

container-grown plants and shrubs. 
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Keeping a record
Recording the problems that beset your plants this

year will make life easier next year, says Graham

Keeping a diary of plant

problems will make

gardening easier in 2016!

S A kid I frequently started a new

year by avidly keeping a diary.

And by the third week of January

I’d got bored with the whole idea and

stopped (in the garage I have a box of a 

dozen or so 1960s and 70s diaries, that 

all have detailed entries – for January!).

But when it comes to gardening, there 

is a real advantage to keeping a good, 

year-round diary – particularly when it

comes to plant pests and diseases. You

see, the p’s and d’s you’ll contend with

in 2015 can signal the ones you’ll have

to face in 2016 (particularly if the winter 

is mild, and doesn’t get cold enough to 

kill them off). A diary helps you to plan 

ahead, so you’ll know when to expect 

them next year and be ready to strike.
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Black spot of roses is a common
fungal disease that can greatly 
reduce a plant’s vigour. It often 

starts in spring, so it is best to take 
preventative action, by spraying 

with Bayer Multirose2, 
Westland Rose Rescue or 
Rose Clear Ultra before 

it appears.

top tip

ng methods

ANY EXERCISE book, card index 

system, or simple computer 

spreadsheet or Word document can 

be used to record your p’s and d’s, 

but it is arguably better to keep the 

information in a purpose-made diary 

or record book. This way you can 

more accurately pinpoint the dates 

of the problem. There are a number 

of gardening diaries available 

(including the Amateur Gardening 

2015 Yearbook, from selected 

branches of Sainsburys and Argos) 

which make recording the data easy.

Q 7 Feb: Cyclamen Early Spring Show; RHS

Garden Wisley. Woking Surrey GU23 6QB. 	 

0845 260 9000; � rhs.org.uk/wisleywhatson

Q 7 Feb – 8 Mar: Snowdrop Wal

Rode Hall Gardens, Church Lane

Scholar Green, Cheshire ST7 

3QP. 	 01270 873237; 

� rodehall.co.uk

Q Until 8 Feb: Snowdrop Days; 

Chelsea Physic Garden, 66 Roya

Hospital Rd, London DW3 4HS. 	

020 7352 5646; � chelseaphysicgarden.co.uk

Q 12 Feb: Snowdrop and Garden Walk; East 

Bergholt Place Garden, Suffolk CO7 6UP. 

	 01206 299224; � placeforplants.co.uk

Q Until 8 Mar: Butterfl ies in the Glasshouse; 

RHS Garden Wisley. Woking Surrey GU23 

6QB. 	 0845 260 9000; or visit 

� rhs.org.uk/wisleywhatson

Q Until 15 Mar: Scottish Snowdrop Festival 

taking place at gardens throughout Scotland; 

� visitscotland.com/snowdrop

Q Note that entrance fees and opening times vary, and that you 

should always check that the event is still going ahead before 

leaving home. If you have a gardening event that you would like 

us to consider including in this column, please email details to: 

amateurgardening@timeinc.com.

What’s On?

Some problems that should be recorded

Q Vine weevil:

The cream grubs with brown heads are 

about a centimetre long. They live in pots 

of overwintering compost, and they rapidly 

feed on plant roots, resulting in plants wilting 

and dying. The adult weevils are seen from 

spring to autumn, when they lay their eggs 

in clusters at the base of plants. Two weeks 

later, the eggs hatch, and these turn into the 

marauding grubs. Apply Provado Vine Weevil

Killer 2, or buy in the biological nematode 

control (from garden centres or online).

Also, record incidences of these problems:

MANY P’S and d’s don’t become evident 

until it is too late to tackle them. The 

following are just a few of the problems 

that would benefit you to record:

Q Rose black spot (above)

Q Lily beetles Q Carrot fly

Q Asparagus beetle Q Apple sawfly

Q Black bean aphid � Q Peach leaf curl

Q Rust fungus (all plants) Q Flying ants

IF YOU are at a loose end over the 
next week or two, why not visit one 
of these gardening events taking 
place around the country?
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Early plug plants
Sales of plug plants are increasingly getting earlier. 

If you are tempted, Graham offers words of warning

Most of us can’t wait to get going 

with summer colour – but only buy 

this early if you have the right facilities! 

’VE BEEN in gardening over 50 

years (yes, I know I don’t look old 

enough, but I started as a child!), so 

I thought there was very little that could 

surprise me. Until recently!

On Saturday 10 January I was in a local 

garden centre and saw staff preparing 

benches for the summer-flowering 

bedding plants, which were arriving as 

plug plants – the following week. You 

could say I was a little gobsmacked!

Santa’s sleigh bells were still ringing 

in my ears, and there we were, getting 

ready for the summer bedding!

Over the years I’ve noticed that plugs 

are seen for sale earlier and earlier. This 

isn’t necessarily a problem for gardeners, 

provided they are able to look after the 

tender young properly.

If this is the way of things to come, 

I feel it is my duty to point out the pro’s 

and con’s of such an early start.

I

Q Buying plug plants early means you get 

the widest choice of varieties and colours 

at the lowest prices. In the past I have been 

to a garden centre in March (a peak time for 

plug plants sales, you would think) only to 

find that they had all sold out!

Q If you look after the plants well, most of 

them will flower earlier (and for longer) 

than later-bought, larger plugs.
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Q Buying plugs early requires you to keep 

them on bright windowsills indoors, or 

you’ll need a heated greenhouse to grow 

the plants on. If the chosen plants are 

frost hardy, an unheated greenhouse or 

coldframe would be OK – but do check 

this when you buy them.

Q Early plug plants are small and need 

more time and energy to look after. Be 

prepared to pot them on a few times 

(above), and move them around to get the 

best light and warmth. The plants should 

grow quickly, but it may still be too cold 

to put them outside and you could end up 

short on space.

pro’s

Plugs by post

INCREASINGLY THESE days we order 
bedding plants (as well as young 
perennials, strawberries and vegetable 
plants) by mail order. These can arrive 
within a few days of ordering, so if 
yours are posted before the frosts are 
over, make sure you keep them warm. 
Pot them up as soon as possible after 
delivery – they can quickly dry out 
and perish if left in the mini plastic 
‘greenhouses’ in which their were posted.

Your
gardening 

week

con’s

When early plug plants are potted
up and kept somewhere warm and 

bright, they will quickly romp 
away. Because it will still be too 
early to put them outside, be 
prepared to ‘stop’, or pinch 

out, elongated stems to 
keep the plants bushy.

top tip
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PETER’S EARLY SOWING TIPS
Place a fleece bag over the seedlings when they gooutside to protect from wind, cold and carrot fly.

1
Early on, hold the fleece over the seedlings on bitsof split cane. Keep in place with rubber band.

2
If thinning seedlings, bring indoors before removingand replacing the fleece to avoid carrot fly.

3
Sow some annual flax (Linum) or catchfly (Viscaria)with carrots for a flowering and cropping container.

4
If seedlings are grown on in greenhouses or frames, take precautions to prevent slug and snail damage.

5

O
NE OF the

challenges for

schools growing

plants for the

Chelsea Flower Show

Miracle Gro’wers Exhibit in

May is to have more than 20

different cultivars of carrots

on display.

Pulling carrots in May is

early, but can be done by

sowing seed in deep pots

this month.

Carrots now come in a

whole range of root colours,

not just the original white

and the now traditional

bright orange red.

You will see the different

colours in carrot ‘Rainbow’

F1 (Thompson & Morgan)

and in single coloured

kinds, for example ‘Atomic

Red’, ‘Cosmic Purple’ with

purple skin and bright

orange flesh, carrot ‘White

Satin’ F1, ‘Purple Sun’ and

Yellowstone’.

Carrot ‘Purple Sun’ (T&M)

is a newcomer this year,

and best grown as a main

crop, so this could be a

more demanding one for the

PETER SEABROOK is a 
gardening expert and former
presenter of Gardeners’ World

I use fl eece bags to help

protect carrots from wind,

cold and carrot fl y

schools. It has better disease 

resistance than earlier 

purple kinds, the roots are 

more uniform, and it s said 

to be good for juicing.

It certainly looks different 

sliced fresh in salads and 

should be healthier with 

the extra antioxidants that 

come with purple colour. My 

recent loss of taste means 

I have to rely on others for 

guidance. HRH The Prince 

of Wales prefers the taste 

of purple carrots and has 

‘Purple Sun’ on trial at 

Highgrove, which is good 

enough for me.

Recycled 10-litre, tall, 

David Austin rose containers 

with rounded corners are 

very good for growing 

carrots. They have enough 

depth for even the longer-

rooted carrot ‘Sugarsnax’ F1.

Grow this and you will not 

taste a sweeter carrot!

Multi-purpose potting 

composts are suitable and I 

usually top off with an inch 

or two of seed compost so 

the germination area is not 

too rich. For really straight 

roots, pass the compost 

through a sieve to help 

remove root-distorting 

lumps of wood and debris.

Fill the pot loosely, and 

then gently fi rm it so the 

surface is at least an inch 

down. This gives space so 

once plants are well up they 

can be topdressed to cover 

the crown of each root and 

prevent them going green.

Sow the seeds at least 

an inch apart. If sown too 

thickly the roots swell 

and fi ll the pot to such an 

extent it can be diffi cult 

to get them out. Place the 

sown pot in a polythene 

bag somewhere warm, and 

seedlings should emerge 
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quite quickly. At the fi rst 

sign of shoots, move the 

pot onto a light windowsill. 

Once well established, 

usually mid-March, it can 

go outside in a mild spell, 

against a south-facing wall 

for protection.  Q

Carrots now come in a range

of colours
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Carrots can be grown

successfully in containers

“Purple carrots 
look different 
sliced into salads”

P
J
S

See Peter 
in the 

Sun every 
Saturday

AG’s class  ic gardener

Orange is not the only colour when it 

comes to growing carrots, says Peter

Peter SeabrookPeter Seabrook
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will produce purple-pink

pompom flowers which are

also edible. Although chives

die right back in autumn,

the leaves are early to poke

through in spring – even

earlier if you pot up small

clumps in autumn and put

them in a greenhouse or

on a sunny windowsill. This

is when I find them most

welcome, as a fresh mild

oniony garnish – chopped

and sprinkled over soups or

added to soft cheese, salads

or scrambled eggs. Q
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1Lift and divide big clumps every

few years. Replant chunks about

2in (5cm) across with good roots in

soil with added compost/manure.

2Sow seeds in modules, five

seeds per module, in a

greenhouse. Sow in the soil when

temperature reaches 19°C (65°F).

3Plant out clumps of seedlings

(or bought plants) 6in (15cm)

apart in rich soil in a sunny spot.

Or plant in a large container.

4Harvest leaves regularly to

delay fl owering which stops 

leaf growth. Let fl owers set on 

one plant for garnishes and seeds.

CHIVES, FROM SOWING TO HARVEST

Sue Stickland 
is a trained 

horticulturist, 
author and 
journalist

Fruit & veget ables  masterclass   with

Sue SticklandSue Stickland

Herb chives
This is one of the easiest herbs to grow

O
NE OF the few 

plants surviving 

when we 

took over our 

overgrown cottage garden 

was a clump of chives. It 

had taller leaves and darker

flowers than most garden

chives, and I romantically

rescued it from amongst

long grass and bindweed

to put it in my well-tended

herb plot.

Chives can withstand

some neglect, but if they

are to supply a good crop of

healthy green oniony leaves

throughout the summer,

established plants need

attention before spring

growth starts.

In most years I just give my

clump a mulch of compost,

but last summer the leaves

started to turn yellow at the 

tips – a sign that the plant 

was becoming overcrowded 

and exhausted. So now 

I’m taking more drastic 

measures – lifting the whole 

clump, teasing it apart, and

then replanting smaller

pieces in soil enriched with

well-rotted manure.

If you haven’t already

got this useful herb in your

garden, you can easily grow

it from seed, or beg or

buy a plant. Growing from

seed is best if you want

lots of plants – they make

an attractive edging to a

sunny herb or flower bed,

for example. It also ensures

that the plants are free from

diseases such as rust, which

causes orange pustules

on the leaves. Plants sown

indoors in spring can be

planted out in early summer,

and harvested lightly later

the same year.

Pick chive leaves by

snipping them across within

an inch of the ground (they

will soon regrow), but keep

part of the clump uncut; this

“Chives can
withstand

some neglect”

Clumps of perennial chives

need dividing every few years
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APRIL-JUNE MAY-JULY MAY-SEPTNOV-MARCH

Flower bonus
CHIVES, OR Allium

schoenoprasum, is not just a

tasty leaf herb. The spherical

pink/purple thrift-like early

summer flowers work well in

the ornamental garden.

They’re a magnet for bees

and other nectar feeding

insects, and being edible

make a spectacular garnish

for salads. When flowers go

over, leave some to ripen,

then collect the seeds and

sow for more free plants.
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Q Buy 5 packets- 1 of each variety for just £8
(RRP £14.05) Save over £5

Q Or buy 10 packets (2 of each variety)
for just £13.99 (RRP £28.10)
- that’s better than half price!

HOW TO ORDER Order lines are open seven days a week, 9am to 8pm (voicemail at other times). Offer available to readers on the UK mainland only. All orders will be acknowledged by
letter or email, advising you of expected despatch date. Offer subject to availability. Offer enquiry line 0844 573 2021 (9am-8pm, seven days a week). Please note your contract for supply
of goods is with Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 3BU. (Terms and conditions available on request). Closing date: 23 March 2015. Seeds despatched within 7 days.

Half price seeds

with chef Anna PettigrewIn the kitchen Each week, Anna cooks up a delicious
using the produce Sue Stickland is gro

THIS FAMOUS breakfast dish from Mexico, Huevos 

Rancheros, or ‘ranch style eggs’ is a fantastic fi lling 

breakfast or brunch dish to serve at the weekend. And 

what better to serve with eggs, than chives. Don’t be put 

off by the long list of ingredients, it’s actually very quick.

Mexican Huevos Rancheros with Chives 

FREE P&P

1 Make the refried beans. In a medium pan, add the olive oil

and gently fry the garlic, chilli powder and cinnamon for about

1 minute.

2 Stir in the beans and stock and cook for 10-12 minutes. Then

mash the beans coarsely with the back of a wooden spoon,

adding more stock to moisten, if needed. Season with salt and

pepper, to taste.

3 Make the guacamole. Cut the avocado in half, and remove the

stone. Scoop the avocado out from the peel and put in a mixing

bowl. Add the minced garlic, lemon juice and a pinch of salt to

taste. Mash it all up with a fork. Set aside.

4 Make the salsa, by combining the chopped tomatoes, jalapeños

and chives in a small bowl. Set aside.

Q Ingredients

Q For the Refried Beans

2 tbsp olive oil

1 can of kidney beans,

drained

1 clove of garlic, chopped

150ml vegetable stock

½ to 1 tsp chilli powder

½ tsp cinnamon

salt and pepper to taste

Q For the Salsa

6-8 cherry tomatoes,

chopped

2 tbsp chopped green

jalapeño peppers (from
A substantial, healthy

and super tasty

breakfast or lunch

5When leaves die down, dig

up a crown, divide it and

pot up clumps for forcing on a

windowsill or in a greenhouse.

OCT-NOV

5 Preheat the grill to high heat.

6 Brush the tops of the tortillas with a bit of olive oil and lay them 

on a baking tray. Grill until just lightly browned, 3-5 minutes. 

Remove from the grill and set aside.

7 Fry the eggs. Heat a large frying pan with the a dash of olive 

oil over medium heat. Gently break the eggs in the pan and cook 

sunny-side up or to your desired taste for 2-3 minutes. 

8 Build each dish by topping a tortilla with about 2 tbsp beans, 

1 tbsp guacamole, 1 egg, and fi nish with salsa and extra chives. 

Serve immediately with hot sauce.

a jar is fi ne)

1 small bunch of chives, 

chopped  

Q For the Guacamole 

1 avocado

1 garlic clove, minced

½ lemon, juiced

salt to taste

Q To Serve

4 small tortillas 

4 eggs, fried 

olive oil for frying 

and brushing 

Q Serves 4

Preparation time: 20 min Cooking time: 15 min 
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Collection includes Leek ‘Below Zero’, Chives, Pea ‘Kelvedon’,

Tomato ‘Red Alert’ Runner bean ‘Tenderstar’

Telephone Order Line 0844 573 2021, please quote AG642

Subscribers quote AG643 and your subscriber number to claim your 10% discount

Order online at www.thompson-morgan.com/ag642

Subscribers should visit www.thompson-morgan.com/ag643 to claim your 10% discount

Buy our collection to grow alongside Sue Stickland’s advice each week
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AWhat a lovely thing to be asked to do! For the church

and reception area, I suggest you grow hardy and 

half-hardy annuals, all of which should be in flower from 

mid-to-late summer.

Before sowing hardy annual seeds, cover the ground with 

black plastic to warm the soil. Sow seeds thinly in rows 

6-8in (15-20cm) apart in well-prepared soil in April or May, 

and thin out seedlings to 5in (13cm) apart.

Some choice hardy annuals are agrostemma, Anchusa 

capensis, calendula, Centaurea cyanus, Linum grandiflorum, 

nigella and Scabiosa atropurpurea.

Sow your half-hardy seeds under gentle heat in March. 

Prick out seedlings into seed trays and harden them off for 

transplanting outdoors after the frosts. Alternatively, buy 

plants in late May/early June and set them outside after 

frosts have passed.

Showy varieties are amaranthus, cleome, New Guinea 

busy lizzies, penstemon, salvia and zonal pelargoniums..

JOHN NEGUS

The marks may be caused

by scale insects, sap-sucking 

pests that can weaken plants. If 

this is the problem, spray the tree 

with a mild solution of washing-

up liquid, or you could use an 

organic insecticide. 

Alternatively, the problem may 

be leaf spot, a fungal disease 

causing grey or brown spots 

on the leaf. Remove affected 

leaves, rake up fallen leaves 

and feed the plant with a 

balanced fertiliser. 

Bays respond well to pruning. 

In late spring cut back the main 

stems to encourage new growth. 

ANNA TOEMAN
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“The leaves of my bay tree are covered in strange marks. 

Will pruning help the tree and encourage new growth?”

es Turner, Bridgend, South Wales

Questions answered!

Ask the
 experts

Ask the
 experts

ANNA TOEMAN
has 20 years’ 

experience working

in historic ardens

JOHN NEGUS
trained at the RHS 

and is a specialist 

garden writer

DR JANE BINGHAM
has a plant science 

PhD and a MSc in 

plant ecology

Bay trees respond 

well to hard pruning

EMAIL US:
amateurgardening@timeinc.com

EXPERTS HELPLINE: 
	�0843 168 0200 (12 to 1pm weekdays)
Calls cost 5p per minute from a BT landline, call costs from other networks may be higher.

WRITE TO US:  
AG Helpline
Westover House, 
West Quay Road, 
Poole, Dorset BH15 1JG

can solve your 

problems!

	0843 16

Call weekdays 

*Calls cost 5p per minute from a BT landline, call costs fr rks may be higher.

Kay Brown from Leicester has 

a container-grown oleander 

that has fl ower buds which 

don’t open. We think this is 

due to potassium defi ciency 

and suggested she gives it 

a weekly high-potassium 

feed between April 

and September, and 

top-dresses it with 

ericaceous compost. 

She should also 

prune the plant in 

the spring. 

LET US 
HELP 
YOU!

Bright calendulas would make 

a stunning wedding fl ower. 

Penstemons (inset) bring height 

and grace to fl oral arrangements

Q “We have been asked to provide flowers for a late 

summer wedding, as we have room in the garden to 

grow them. What do you suggest we grow?”

Margaret Ainsworth, Rotherham



AYes they can, and they

will add foliage interest

as well as long-lasting

flowers. Producing small,

pink, shuttlecock-like flowers,

these cyclamen are one of

my favorite plants.

Use a soil-based compost

such as John Innes No. 2, to

which I would add 25 per

cent sharp alpine grit, as the

corms will rot if they sit in

the wet over the winter. Put

AYour plant sounds like 

Nandina domestica, or 

sacred Japanese bamboo, 

although botanically it is not 

actually a bamboo. When 

mature, its white summer 

flowers are usually followed 

by cones of small red berries.

A member of the berberis 

family, from the mountain 

valleys of India, China and 

Q “A 4ft (1.2m) plant labelled ‘N. domestica’ with 

reddish leaves grows in my garden. What is it?”

Terry Worth, Middleton, Manchester

Q “I like those small hardy cyclamen growing under trees

and in shady borders. Can they be grown in an old sink?”

Amanda Howard, Ipswich

Q “Can I plant and grow the

stone of a supermarket-

bought mango?”

Alison McKinnon, Staines

plenty of drainage crocks in

the bottom of the sink.

Both Cyclamen coum and

C. hederifolium can be grown

very successfully in a sink,

but not together as

C. hederifolium is the more

vigorous of the two and will

smother the coum.

Once established, your

cyclamen will seed

themselves, making a

beautiful display with time.

Cyclamen will thrive in 

containers, including 

recycled sinks

Japan, it was introduced 

into cultivation in 1804 and 

in 2002 received an RHS 

Award of Garden Merit.

It has great appeal, thrives 

in full sun and is easily 

propagated from semi-ripe 

cutting in summer, or 

from seed. It is best sown 

when berries ripen.

JOHN NEGUS

The Frostline boots are perfect for keeping your feet warm and dry in the
garden. With excellent grip and superior comfort, they are also extremely 
practical with their insulating and waterproof properties. Available in 
Mossy Green, Black, Fuchsia, Violet and Camoufl age. Sizes 4-13.  

For more information contact Grub’s on 01279 418052 or visit www.work-lite.com. 
Like GRUBS on Facebook – www.facebook.com/grubsboots

£70
RRP

Sponsored by

Christine Walkden’s
Problem solver
Voted AG’s celebrity gardener of the year 2014

AG on Go to � facebook.com, create a 

free account if needs be, search 

for Amateur Gardening and 

you’re ready to join in the chat!

Paul William Taylor  I have got lots of trees growing outside 

my house and they lose their leaves in autumn. Can you tell me 

how to make the perfect leaf mould for my garden?

Dr Jane Bingham You need to compost leaves separately 

from other materials as they are very slow to break down. Leaves 

are best piled into bins or plastic bags or bin liners that are open 

to the air and rain, firmed down, and then allowed to rot for a 

couple of years before being used on the garden.

AMango trees can be 

grown, but are unlikely to 

produce fruit as they need a 

minimum winter temperature of 

16°C (61°F). But have a go!

Use a pan scourer to scrape 

away any flesh and rub the stone 

with sandpaper to aid water 

absorption. Place the stone in a 

jamjar of water somewhere 

warm, such as an airing cupboard.

Change the water daily for two weeks and if the stone

sprouts, place it in a 4in (10cm) pot of compost, shoot 

uppermost, and water frequently. If it doesn’t shoot lay the 

stone horizontally in the compost and put the pot in a plastic 

bag back in the airing cupboard for up to two months. If kept 

warm and damp, it should eventually sprout. .

Pot-on the seedling as it grows. After the first year pinch out 

the top bud to keep it bushy. Feed once a week in summer.

ANNA TOEMAN

Sacred Japanese bamboo is a colourful 

and exotic addition to the garden

Mango trees will 

grow in this country 

in warm conditions
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Q Sow seeds in pots (above), a

tiny pinch on the surface of lightly

firmed, good, free-draining, damp

seed compost mixed with a little.

vermiculite. Cover with a fine

sprinkling of the same.

Q Seal the pot inside a clear

polythene bag, or place in a

propagator, to preserve humidity.

Keep in a light place.

Q A temperature of 15-20˚C (59-

68˚F) is needed for germination,

which should take 14-30 days.

Then remove the cover.

Sowing your FREE Dianthus seeds
QWhen they are big enough to

handle, transplant the seedlings

into small pots or cell trays. Grow

them on in slightly cooler

conditions (below).

Q Harden off the young plants

before planting out each plug of

plants, 12in (30cm) apart when

the frosts are over.

Q Over the summer, do not allow

the compost (or border soil) to

dry out.

Q Give the plants a weekly feed

with a high potash liquid fertiliser.

FACTFILE
Dianthus superbus ‘Mixed’
SOW: Feb-Jun

HEIGHT: 15-20in (38-50cm)

FLOWERS: Jun-Oct

BEST FOR: Beds, borders and 

containers

Next week’s 
free seeds:

We’re giving away seeds of

Sweet pea ‘Fragrantissima’

Worth £2.99

IF YOU’RE wanting a 

beautiful, easy-to-look-

after hardy perennial plant, 

growing to just 15-20in (38-

50cm), look no further than 

the fringed pink (Dianthus 

s). 

rfect for the 

nt half of a flower 

order, or a patio 

ontainer. Its silver-

blue grass-like 

oliage is typical 

of carnations, 

ut unlike 

most varieties, 

e blooms are 

ghtfully fringed 

main picture).

ek we are giving 

you seeds of a mixed range 

of this dianthus, offering 

a variety of flower colours 

from white through pinks to 

magenta. The blooms keep 

coming over a long period 

during summer and autumn 

– and, if all that isn’t enough, 

they’re really fragrant, too.

But of course, being a hardy 

perennial, your dianthus 

plants will return year after 

year. Even better, you can 

make more of them by taking 

cuttings of non-flowering 

shoots during the summer.

Just cut below a node (or 

leaf joint), and carefully strip 

off the lower leaves. Push 

each cutting into a pot of 

gritty compost. Firm it in well, 

water it, place a clear plastic 

bag over the pot, and seal it 

in place with a rubber band. 

Roots should form within a 

few weeks. 

Pot up the young plants, 

and protect them from winter 

weather before planting them 

out the following spring.

Think of pinks
Graham Clarke looks at the Dianthus 

superbus Mixed free with this week’s 

issue, and explains how to sow them

How to 
grow your 
free seeds

All dianthus combine well with 
roses, particularly shrub roses, 
and with grey or silver leaved 
shrubs and perennials, such as 

santolina or artemisia. They 
also look good with white-

fl owered gypsophila.

WORTH
£2.99
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Pruning
shrub 
roses

 

1 Cut away dead 

stems first, so you 

can see the true 

shape of the plant

Listen to our 
Anne on radio 
4's Gardeners' 
Question Time

AG’s Family Gardener

Anne
Swithinbank

Anne
Swithinbank
There’s room for change in the office 

so Anne sets about sorting it out

A
LTHOUGH THE 

office is my place 

of work and home 

for many indoor 

plants, you won’t have seen it 

recently. This is because, 

between last summer and 

Christmas, it reached a stage 

of filth and congestion I could 

not bring myself to share with 

you. A massive avalanche of 

books, newspaper articles, 

magazines and unsorted post 

was the straw that broke the 

camel’s back and I vowed, in 

the new year, to implement a 

mighty sort-out. 

As inspiration, I read of a 

magazine editor’s ‘clear desk 

policy’ and witnessed my 

friend (a solicitor’s secretary), 

clearing her desk at the end 

of a day. Everything was filed 

and the surfaces wiped clean 

before she would think of 

leaving. I need to view this as 

the indoor equivalent of 

emptying wheelbarrows, 

sweeping up, cleaning and 

replacing tools. 

While sifting through 

ancient files, I found a 

newspaper article dated 25th 

May 1998 all about my 

previous office, when we 

used to live in Surrey. At the 

time, feng shui was all the 

rage and they’d sent out a 

consultant to report back. 

The headline “A Study in 

Turmoil” was a bit telling. 

The consultant said I should 

avoid overfilling my 

bookshelves, so as to make 

room for new things. I 

mustn’t fill doorways, as this 

blocks finances and, to 

command more respect, I 

should sit facing the door 

rather than a wall. Apparently 

clutter pushed around the 

edge of the office was 

symbolic of me erecting a 

little wall around my world. I 

was praised for keeping 

plants for their fresh and 

inspiring atmosphere but 

there should have been fewer, 

larger ones. 

CORNER SPOT

I’m sitting sideways to the 

door and haven’t 

accomplished all of these 

suggestions, but we’re now 

tidy enough to receive 

visitors again. A large plant 

for the corner would be nice 

and I’m thinking of the 

clambering chestnut vine 

(Testrastigma voinerianum), 

though one rarely sees them 

these days. A bank of leafy 

plants, two terraria and a 

large display of cut foliage 

will have to suffice for now. 

Christmas roses make good 

pot plants and the air is 

scented by a fragrant winter 

posy. I’d like to have home 

grown flowers as natural air 

fresheners all year round and 

a second batch of sweet peas 

has been sown under glass.

Outdoors, I pruned the 

collection of shrub roses and 

I’m hoping to move some of 

them to better positions 

before winter is out. Q

“We’re now 
tidy enough 
to receive 
visitors again”
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Autumn sown sweet peas will

be planted out soon. A new

sowing will give fresh flowers

into late summer
This terrarium, shaped like a mini-greenhouse, is

being refreshed by the addition of a smart fittonia

I can hardly recognise my office now it is clean 

and tidy. In the winter especially I work best 

surrounded by potted plants and cut flowers. 

As the office is chillier than the house, some

plants do better inside glass terraria

Snippets of sweetly scented winter

flowering shrubs like daphne,

wintersweet and witch hazel are

joined by snowdrops in a posy

2 Thin out weak 

twiggy growths 

by cutting just 

above a bud or node

3 Reduce the height of 

taller stems by about 

one third to make them 

branch and flower



W
HEN WE

moved here,

there was a

plum ‘Victoria’

on a dwarfing rootstock, a

‘Marjorie’s Seedling’, an early,

small dark plum, which could

have been ‘Early Rivers’, and

two damsons. Of these, only

the ‘Victoria’ remains, as the

others were large old trees

that gradually died back and

were knocked over by wind.

We love plums and have

since planted ‘Lizzie’, a self-

fertile Japanese plum

(Prunus salicina) whose

blossom begins to open

incredibly early in the year.

The tree is still young and we

have only harvested one

sweet and delicious red plum

so far. We’ve also planted

‘Mirabelle de Nancy’, which

has yet to bear fruit. Now, I’m

intending to replace the

‘Marjorie’s Seedling’ whose

large plums we always enjoy.

The previous tree cropped

well, so I’m hoping this one

will follow suit.

While planting, I’ll make

sure the roots are well

moistened first and add a

product containing

mycorrhizal fungi to help the

roots establish. Our soil is

clay and our winters wet, so

I’ll probably plant onto a

small mound to be sure the

roots don’t sink and end up

sitting in water.

PEST PRECAUTIONS

We must take the trouble to

protect stems and shoots

from rabbits and deer, by

fixing rabbit guards but also

from spring onwards,

spraying with Grazers, a

deterrent that makes the

plant taste bad to the pests.

Having gone to the

trouble of

germinating the

hardy pea ‘Meteor’

outdoors in the open

soil, I am covering

them with a tunnel

cloche as protection

from cold and wet

now they are larger.

The seedlings in

pots under glass are

being gradually

hardened off, so

they can join the rest

in the ground as soon as 

possible. If we can enjoy 

early peas, doing this will 

have been worth the effort. 

ON THE SIDELINES

I have a lot of plants and now 

and again, one will be 

sidelined through lack of 

time until I feel guilty enough 

to do something about it. 

This could be said of the 

Muscat type grapevine 

‘Madresfield Court’ carted 

here from our previous 

garden. Left outdoors and 

neither top dressed, repotted 

or fed, the vine has failed to 

flower or fruit for several 

years. Rather than throw it 

out, I decided it was worth 

pruning, potting on and 

moving under glass so as to 

encourage earlier growths. 

The plant will be fed, placed 

outside for summer and 

might hopefully flower and 

fruit next year. Q

I’m off to plant our new

‘Marjorie’s Seedling’ plum

tree and hope it does as

well as its predecessor

Now the hardy peas are putting on growth

I’m covering them with a tunnel cloche on

very cold nights

Potting a
neglected
grape vine

Live shoots were pruned back to

one or two buds. The surface was

weeded and roots teased out

The plant was treated to a larger 

pot of 50:50 John Innes no 2 

and soilless potting compost

Loose bark was gently peeled 

back using a knife, to check for 

pests like sheltering mealy bug

Anne’s
kitchen garden

Anne tackles a plumb job and looks 

forward to it providing delicious fruit 
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RITAIN’S BEST Back

Gardens, presented

by Alan Titchmarsh,

looked set to have

won the ratings battle as a

host of new TV gardening

programmes aired last month.

Around 2.3million people

tuned in to watch Alan’s

three-part ITV gardens

bonanza, in which the former

Ground Force star visited

inspirational plots created by

amateurs all over the UK.

MOST-WATCHED

Alan’s other ITV series, the

makeover show Love Your

Garden, was Britain’s most-

watched gardening

programme last year, often

drawing an audience of over

three million.

It shows that Mr T still has

the appeal to draw in millions

of viewers, despite rarely

presenting practical

gardening programmes on

the box nowadays.

Producer Matt Young at

Spun Gold TV said: “We and

Alan’s TV ratings joy – again!

B
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ITV are delighted by the

reception of the show.

“The mix of passionate,

inspiring characters,

stunning gardens and Alan’s

enormous enthusiasm for the

subject has delivered again.

It’s proof that gardening still

has a place in the hearts of the

British viewing public.”

The BBC’s rival prime-time

garden shows had to settle for

audiences below the two

million mark.

The launch episode of

BBC2’s Friday night Big

Allotment Challenge, hosted

by Fern Britton, drew

1.45million, followed by

1.87million the next week.

It was a far cry from the first

series of The Big Allotment

Challenge in April 2014, when

2.77million viewers tuned in to

see the launch episode –

“Alan’s enthusiasm has
delivered again”

News Got  a story? call 01202 440848 
or email marc.rosenberg@timeinc.com

although this year’s figures

will rise when iPlayer and

catch-up services are added.

Early episodes of the 10-part

Great British Garden Revival,

(BBC2), in which celebrities

called for a comeback of

Was there too much ardening on TV in January? AG’s celebrity columnists deliver their verdicts...

plants that have fallen out of 

fashion, saw 1.65million and 

1.39million viewers watch.

Asked to comment on the 

fi gures, a BBC spokeswoman 

said: “Come back to us once 

the series has fi nished”. 

Peter Seabrook
“The dark winter

evenings are ideal

for gardeners [to

watch TV] when

they cannot be ou

gardens. However, I had

difficulty watching them all and

would have preferred some to

have been aired from November.

“The Great British Garden

Revival is misnamed. A number

of subjects such as lilies and

lavender are not in decline, if

current sales are a guide. This

series looked poorly researched

and lacked sound gardening

skills in a number of cases.

“The Big Allotment Challenge

was too stuck on cookery

programmes’ format. There

hould be more time allocated to

ardening. Britain’s Best Back

Gardens unearthed some real

ems, a number good enough to

make stand alone programmes.”

Toby Buckland
“Winter broadcasts

are a great idea for

ramping up

enthusiasm and

lifting the gloom o

the short days.

“Putting so many on at once,

though, does seem a waste and

I wish they’d been stretched out

over a longer period of time. The

audience for gardening

programmes is at its biggest in

spring so I don’t think the January

figures tell the whole story. As well 

as the time of year, the time of day 

and week are important.

“Viewers need to fi nd shows to 

watch them, so trailing before 

broadcast and being on at the 

same time every week makes a big 

difference to the success of a show.

“Commissioners know this and

I think the fi gures especially for 

The Great British Garden Revival 

demonstrate that there’s a huge 

appetite for more gardening 

programmes through the year”

Anne Swithinbank
“I enjoyed The Great British Garden 

Revival. It was a visual treat but I 

did cringe a bit when the presenter 

ventured forth to hawk their revival 

to hapless passers-by.

“These shows mad

great winter viewing

but are not really 

about offering 

seasonal tips. I have

trouble keeping up 

with daily screenings

and have to remember to record

the whole series and fi nd time for 

it later.”

Bob Flowerdew
“More [TV] is better, although I 

have quibbles over the content of 

some programmes, as there was 

too much emphasis o

ancillary rather than

basic skills. At least 

we are getting 

gardening related 

programming.”
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Chart-topper: ITV’s

Alan Titchmarsh

mailto:marc.rosenberg@timeinc.com
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Gardeners vow to save historic plots
A BITTER allotment dispute

that saw gardeners go to the

High Court last year to save

their plots from the bulldozers

is set to kick off again.

Gardeners at Farm Terrace

Allotments in Watford won a

landmark court victory before

Christmas, preventing

Watford Borough Council

from building on their plots.

But gardeners were

dismayed to learn that the

council has now submitted a

new application to dispose of

the allotments.

COMMUNITY LAND

A Farm Terrace spokeswoman

told AG: “The council has put

in a third submission and we

are putting in a counter

submission. They seem hell

bent on taking our site.

“Their submission includes a

possible school and hospital

buildings – but no certainties

other than housing and a car

park. We have a duty of care

to fight to the bitter end. This

is community land which has

been in service since 1896.”

BBC Radio 2 allotment guru

Terry Walton Tweeted: “Will

they ever admit defeat and let

good people get on with their

lives? Keep up the pressure

and don’t let them.”

A spokesman for Watford

Council said: “Watford is

suffering from an acute

AN HISTORIC house and

garden is to be reunited with

its demesne [private piece of

land owned by a manor].

The National Trust said that

Mount Stewart, on the shores

of Strangford Lough in

Northern Ireland, will soon

boast plenty of new features,

including a previously unseen

walled garden.

Mount Stewart’s walled

garden was built between

1780 and 1789. It cost £945.

Restoration is expected to

cost £400,000, with the aim

of getting the walled garden

back into production by 2016.

Head gardener Neil Porteus

said: “Once the powerhouse

housing shortage and its

hospital is in need of

redevelopment. The allotment

land is key to delivering a

regeneration scheme that will

provide affordable homes,

jobs, hospital improvements

and public open spaces.

“We value our allotments

and have looked at building

the scheme around the site.

Unfortunately, doing so would

be detrimental to the

scheme,” the council added.

FUCHSIA FESTIVAL 2015
Thompson & Morgan is celebrating

fuchsias during 2015 with a Fuchsia

Festival. Go to. � thompson-morgan.

com/fuchsiafestival to find out more.

BAMBOO BOMB SCARE
A home-owner dug up an unexploded 

World War II bomb while planting in 

his garden. The Bomb Squad carried 

out a controlled explosion.B
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GARDENERS’ QUESTION TIME
BOB FLOWERDEW, Bunny 

Guinness and Matthew Wilson join 

Eric Robson in West Scotland. 

Tune in to BBC Radio 4 at 3pm on 

Friday 6 February (repeated at 

2pm on Sunday 8 February).

Toby Buckland

All 150 exhibitor spaces have

sold out for Toby Buckland’s

Garden Festival in Devon (1-2

May). The show, which drew

8,000 visitors last year, was

widely praised for its nursery

exhibitors. Tickets cost £7.50

on the day or £6 in advance, 

with under 16s going free. Visit 

� tobygardenfest.co.uk.

A BLOOMIN’ 
BAD WEEK

A BLOOMIN’ 
GOOD WEEK
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Anti-GM campaigners

Genetically-modified crops 

could be grown in the UK 

within years. As AG went to 

press, the EU Parliament was 

on the brink of approving a 

rule that may allow GM trials. 

Campaigners fear GM crops 

could contaminate flowers 

and harm beneficial insects.

£400k revamp for walled garden
of the demesne, the walled 

garden provided plants, 

mainly raised from seed, 

supplied by plant collections 

from around the world, and 

produced a variety of fruit and 

vegetables to serve the house 

and feed estate staff.

“Once restored, the walled 

garden will incorporate the 

return of an extensive 

collection of the best scented 

period roses.

“In the open quarters of the 

orchard there are plans to 

plant a selection of fruit trees. 

Over the long term we will 

once again grow soft fruit in 

the restored vineries and 

peach house,” Neil explained.

Gardeners won a court

battle to save Farm Terrace

Allotments last year 

“We have a duty to fight
to the bitter end”
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Mount Stewart will benefit

from a £400k restoration 
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GLOBAL WARMING COULD LEAD TO THE RETURN OF SCENT IN UK

Gardens to smell sweeter

HIGHER TEMPERATURES

brought about by global

warming could make some

flowers exude a scent that is

nine times more powerful

than at present, according to

climate change researchers.

And plants with little or no

scent could start bearing

fragrant flowers.

Research published in the

journal Global Change Biology

says that warmer conditions

increases the ability of flowers

to generate terpenes, the

chemicals that create scent.

The research team

measured the temperature

responses of floral emissions

of various species of plants.

POLLINATORS

During the study, it was found

that warming not only made

flowers smell sweeter, but it

also increased their

attractiveness to pollinators,

such as bees.

Researcher Gerard Farre-

Armengol said: “In wet

regions like England, global

warming could lead to a

lengthening of the period

within which flowers emit

their scents.

“Flowers that currently do

not smell could emit scents

detectable by us in the future.

“All flowers may be

expected to increase their

floral scents to some degree

with higher temperatures.

“But the ornamental flowers

that come to mind with strong

floral scents, and will be

magnified even more, are the

good smelling flowers of lilacs

or fruit tree blossom, for

example,” Gerard added.

He predicted that the

flowering period of most

plant species could increase

in the UK, if temperatures rise

as scientists have predicted.

Glasshouse 

hits jackpot
A DERELICT 19th century 

curved glasshouse has hit the 

jackpot – after the Heritage 

Lottery Fund (HLF) announced 

£66,000 for its restoration. 

The rare curvilinear 

glasshouse is located in a 

walled garden at the privately-

owned Grade II-listed 

Millichope Park in Shropshire.

It was last in service in the 

1950s when the park was used 

as a school. Prior to that, the 

estate was a monastery.

Dating from 1836, the 

glasshouse is said to be one of 

the few surviving iron-framed 

curved glasshouses in the UK.

The walled garden adjacent to 

the glasshouse is now used as a 

heritage viola nursery. As 

restoration gets underway,

a community archaeology 

project will excavate a melon 

SWEET PEAS FOR SCHOOLS
Schools could win £250 in

Mr Fothergill’s national sweet pea 

competition (Capel Manor, 18 July). 

Go to � mr-fothergills.co.uk.M
r
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and cucumber pit on the site.

Millichope Park owner Frank 

Bury said the grant would 

permit the “restoration of one 

of the marvels of nineteenth 

century technology”.

Frank said it would allow 

visitors [the park opens under 

the NGS Yellow Book] to 

experience a “bit of social and 

industrial history in a beautiful 

rural setting”.

For the fi rst time, private 

owners can apply for Lottery 

funding to support heritage and 

conservation projects.

For details of opening times, 

visit � ngs.org.uk.

A VIOLENT storm took its toll

on one of Scotland’s top

gardens last month.

As AG went to press, the

National Trust for Scotland

was assessing the full scale of

the damage at its sub-tropical

style Inverewe Garden at the

edge of Loch Ewe.

Winds of up to 100mph

lashed the West Coast of

from 9-12 January.

Trees were

uprooted and others

damaged including

specimen Japanese

cedar, beech, noble

Scottish storm wreaks garden havoc
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Lilacs and fruit tree blossom (circled) could smell even stronger

“All fl owers may increase
their fl oral scent”

News

fi r and ornamental birch.

Historic shrubs along the 

garden’s Rhododendron Walk 

were badly damaged. It is not 

yet clear if they can be saved. 

Glasshouses where 

“important propagation 

work” is carried out had panes 

of glass smashed by the gales.

Property manager Roy 

Dowsett said wild weather 

had “wreaked havoc”. Roy 

said: “Trees are down; paths 

and walkways are damaged.”

The National Trust for 

Scotland hopes to re-open 

the gardens by mid-march.

An archive picture shows the

curved glasshouse in its heyday
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Wild winter: The gardens

before and after the storm

http://mr-fothergills.co.uk
http://ngs.org.uk
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CHELSEA TICKET BLACK MARKET UNDER FIRE

RHS takes on touts

THE ROYAL Horticultural

Society wants to fight ticket

touts – by doubling the price

of returned tickets for its

Chelsea Flower Show.

The RHS gets up to 4,000

returns a year from travel

companies for the 161,000

capacity show. Chelsea sells

out every year.

Last year, online touts were

charging up to £575 per ticket

– 25 times the cheapest £23

evening tickets. The

staggering fees charged by

Chelsea ticket touts was first

revealed by AG five years ago.

RHS director-general Sue

Biggs said: “Last year we were

so annoyed with touts taking

money out of our charity that

we decided to take them on

at their own game.

“We’re going to double

prices from face value when

we re-offer, and give early

access as an extra bonus.

The extra money made will

pay for a new apprentice.”

A bid to introduce stricter

regulations for internet

ticket touts whose websites

re-sell event tickets failed

last month, after the

government won a vote to

overturn it.

Leading figures in sport,

music and theatre wrote an

open letter calling for the

inclusion of a clause in the

consumer rights bill, which

would require online ticket

touts to publish a ticket’s face

value, the seller’s name and

whether or not it was

permitted for re-sale.

The letter said the clause

was needed to stop online

touts ripping off fans. But the

government argued increased

regulation would require

buyers to jump through too

many hoops before buying a

secondary ticket.

A passion 

for fashion
FASHION DESIGNER Sir Paul 

Smith has revealed the 

inspiration for his stylish 

clothing designs – the Chelsea 

Flower Show.

Regular Chelsea attendee Sir 

Paul said: “I don’t know much 

about gardening at all – but

I love it.” 

He added he is a “lateral 

thinker” when looking for 

inspiration for his trademark 

stripy and fl ower designs.

“My camellias are just starting

to come out – for me that’s a

green shirt with pink buttons or

pink shirt with green buttons.

I’ve got a funny head like that.”

Sir Paul (pictured below) said

at Chelsea he saw a bright

flower display which led to a

successful colourful line of suits

for men and women, and a

chrysanthemum that led to an

SUMMER GARDEN FAIR
Grow London, the contemporary 

garden fair that launched in 2014, will 

return to Hampstead Heath on 19-21 

June. � growlondon.com.A
a
m

y

embroidered design.

The Paul Smith Rose from

Peter Beales Roses led to a Paul

Smith fragrance, and further

collaborations with gardeners

are possible.

Garden designers Sarah

Eberle and Adam Frost have

both asked Sir Paul to

collaborate on a garden at

Chelsea. RHS director-general

Sue Biggs said Sir Paul is

“pure inspiration”.

CLASSIC CHILDREN’S toy the

Slinky will feature in a Chelsea

Flower Show garden for the

first time in May.

Dozens of the spiral spring

toys will be in Sarah Eberle’s

garden for Government plant

health agency FERA, in the

Fresh Gardens section.

Sarah said: “Pest and

diseases will be represented

by slinky toys – the ones that

go down the stairs.”

PLANT HEALTH

She added: “They are my

pests and diseases. They will

be hidden among the plants

and the more you look the

more you see.”

Sarah said the garden is to

publicise the Sentinel project,

a UK-led global plant health

early warning network.

Springing into action: a slinky garden
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Sue Biggs (circled) wants to tackle the black

market for Chelsea Flower Show tickets

“We were so annoyed
with touts taking money”

News

She added that increasing 

globalisation of trade in plants 

has led to a rise in the 

introduction and spread of 

damaging plant pests and 

diseases such as ash dieback 

and sudden oak death.

In a separate exhibit, RHS 

show veteran Jon Wheatley is 

to mark The Year of Mexico 

with a “kaleidoscopic” exhibit 

of dahlias from the National 

Collection. It will be a 

highlight in the Great Pavilion.

The display will also be 

staged at Gardening Scotland 

on 29-31 May in Edinburgh.

http://growlondon.com


Helleborus x hybridus come in many

shapes and colours, including salmon

pink stunner ‘Winter Sunshine’ 

High five for

hellebores



With their evergreen foliage and lovely
long-lasting blooms, hellebores will
brighten the shadiest garden as winter
draws to a close, says Howard Drury

V
ISIT ANY good
garden centre or
nursery at this time
of year and you’ll see

masses of hellebores for sale, in
colours ranging from crimson to
pink, burgundy, purple, white,
green and nearly black. On close
inspection you’ll also find that
some may be double, speckled,
bi-coloured, ruffled – even
edged in a different colour. The
sheer breadth of options on
offer, combined with the fact
that they are useful for
brightening up the dullest
corners of the late winter/early
spring garden, whether in pots
on the patio or in borders, has
helped to make hellebores one
of the UK’s best-loved winter
flowering perennials.

And they deserve every bit of
the attention that gardeners
give them. Their buttercup-
esque blooms (they are actually
colourful leaf-like sepals that
surround a ring of small cup-

like petals) look lovely for at
least two months. And the
interest does not end there
as after the blooms finally
fade they go on to produce
attractive swollen seedpods.

Hellebores are fairly
promiscuous, and consequently
there has always been a vast
range of ‘variable’ plants for sale
– a fact that has added to their
appeal. Breeders have used this

to their advantage, tapping into
the enormous gene pool to
improve what
we call the Lenten rose.

Traditionally, nurseries raised
their stocks of these Helleborus
orientalis from seed, knowing

“A good breeder
knows who had
sex with whom”
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Plant portrait

‘Sunset Shades’ is a fairly

new introduction, the

offspring of ‘Neon’ parents

t at t ey wou carry i erent
features from both their
parents, and that there was
a chance that the hybrid
‘offspring’ produced could turn
up something a bit special.
These ‘unnamed’ hybrid plants
were labelled and sold as
Helleborus x hybridus. Anything
new and outstanding that
breeders wanted to give a
variety name had to be
propagated by division to
provide any quantity of identical
plants to sell.

WELL BRED

Determined to find an
alternative to this slow and
costly process, hellebore experts
started experimenting.

If you are building up a 
collection of hellebores, 

buy them in bloom as 
that way you can pick 

your favourites 
more easily.

TRY 
OUR TIP!
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easoning t at, in t e wor o
plants, good breeding is very 
much about who has had sex 
with whom, they discovered 
that by selecting the most 
attractive parents for breeding 
and using hand pollination, 
the qualities and features of 
the resulting plants were likely 
to be fairly reliable. 

Some specialist nurserymen 
now use this technique to breed 
from ‘the best of the best’ and 
produce new ‘inter species 
hybrids’ – a sort of hellebore 
master race, if you like. Plants 
can take up to four years to show 
their most desirable attributes 
– think reliable colouring and 
markings, extremely long 
fl owering period and masses 

Lenten roses such as varieties from the Helleborus

‘Gold Collection’ make attractive container plants

G
A

P



Expand your collection

■ Easy for anyone to grow are Helleborus x hybridus forms,

H. nigercors (a cross between the Christmas rose and Corsican

hellebore) and most forms of H. ericsmithii.

■More experienced gardeners should try Helleborus species,

H. niger (Christmas rose) and some of the less hardy hybrids that

have H. lividus in their parentage.

■ Enthusiasts may also like Helleborus lividus (best in a pot) and

H. versicarius (best in a greenhouse).

of outward-facing blooms
held over evergreen foliage –
making patience every bit as 
essential as knowledge and skill.

The next breakthrough came 
about 20 years ago, and was 
equally instrumental in 
changing the face of the Lenten 
rose. Keen to embrace new 
technology, growers began 
using a process called micro-
propagation. This laboratory 
technique meant that it was 
possible to produce millions 
of new plants, all of them 
absolutely identical. 

These breeding innovations
have helped make hellebores
more affordable and readily
available, and therefore more
‘collectable’. But for many
discerning plantaholics and,
indeed, anyone looking for
something a little different, it is
actually their unpredictable
diversity and subsequent
‘uniqueness’ that holds the
key to their appeal.

When selecting plants, in
addition to colour and
markings, enthusiasts will also
consider how they intend to
display them. For example,
singles look more natural in the
garden and are more in keeping

with a wildlife-friendly plot.
Doubles, on the other hand, 

are better for fl owerbeds and 
containers, where their showy 
fl owers can be appreciated. 
Unfortunately, doubles are 
normally sterile so they will not 
attract bees. To create a buzz, 
stick to the beautiful anemone-
centred types, which are very 
ornamental. Just bear in mind 
that, once pollinated, they’ll lose 
that attractive anemone collar.

BEST CONDITIONS

In the wild, the parents of 
today’s modern hybrids are
found in slightly alkaline soil,
often on gentle slopes in
between beech and oak trees
and smaller deciduous shrubs in
northern Europe. They will also
sometimes appear in open
clearings. To get the best from
these easy to grow plants
all you need to do is replicate
these natural conditions in your
own plot.

A gently sloping garden can
provide the very best growing
conditions
as these tend to offer better
natural drainage than a flat
site – Lenten roses hate being
waterlogged and love good soil.

Most green-leaved hellebores
will also benefit from some
shade, while those with more
silver in the foliage can be
planted in sunnier aspects.
Unfortunately, some of these are
less hardy and need better
drainage than their green
counterparts, making them

6 OF THE HOTTEST 

hellebores

With blooms in pale peach tones suffused with a 

distinctive yellow fl ush, ‘Daybreak’ is part of a series

of hellebore hybrids created by Ashworth Nurseries 

Another Ashwood innovator, this beautiful Lenten

rose has double blooms in shades of black

‘Green Picotee’ has single blooms in 

shades of green edged with deep purple

veining, plus dark nectaries in the centre 

“These hybrid 
hellebores are 
very collectable” 
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SUPPLIERS
Ashwood Nurseries

	 01384 401996

� ashwood-nurseries.co.uk

Farmyard Nurseries

	 01559 363389

� farmyardnurseries.co.uk

Harveys Garden Plants

	 01284 386777

� harveysgardenplants.co.uk

Hazles Cross Farm Nursery

	 01538 752669

� hazlescrossfarmnursery.

co.uk

Superior plants labelled as

Harvington can be found at

many National Trust plant

sales and better garden

centres, or buy online from

� twelvenunns.co.uk

Healthy hellebores
■ Hellebore leaf miner is a new pest and not easy to control. At the first sign of attack, cut off any infected leaves and burn, then spray with systemic insecticides based on thiacloprid, such as Provado Ultimate Bug Killer.

■ If you notice Black Spot, cut off and destroy the infected leaves, then spray with a fungicide containing myclobutanil, such as Scotts Fungus Clear 2 or Bayer Systhane Fungus Fighter.

■ Aphids can transmit many diseases so are best controlled at fi rst signs. One disease that is baffl ing the experts is a new, as-yet-unnamed virus that has been unoffi cially dubbed Black Death. It causes black streaking of the stems and sometimes into the leaves and veins, and can lead to stunted growth. If you notice any of these symptoms, the best advice is to dig up the entire plant and destroy it, as at present there is no chemical cure for the disease.

ideal for pots and raised beds.
To help plants establish in the
garden and encourage them to
become prolific self-seeders, it is
well worth taking the trouble to
substantially improve
impoverished soils before
planting. Do this by digging in
plenty of organic matter to hold
moisture, especially during
times of drought.

Any general slow-release
fertiliser such as fish, blood and
bone meal is ideal for giving
your hellebores a boost, but at
all costs avoid those with high
nitrogen content and ‘quick-fix’
liquid feeds. Apply mulch before
the soil dries out during the
summer months to promote
better growth, and to encourage
winter flowering top up with
mulch in autumn – this will
provide the plants with an
insulating blanket.

Although seedlings represent
free plants, if you have a
premium collection it is good
practice to discard these at the
earliest opportunity, as the
subsequent self-pollinated
plants will eventually infiltrate
and spoil the quality of any
‘superior’ plants growing
nearby. It is far better to buy
a packet of seeds from one of the
breeders and sow in pots
outdoors in late July.

REMOVING OLD LEAVES

When it comes to care, perhaps
the biggest question is if and
when to remove any old leaves
that are obscuring your
spectacular blooms. Many

experts recommend cutting off
old leaves the previous autumn.
But I prefer to leave them intact
as they protect the plant from
adverse weather and also trap
surrounding leaves and other
debris. These in turn rot down
under the oldest foliage to
provide organic matter that
creates a haven for the smallest
creatures and birds looking for
food or shelter.

I always wait and then remove
the old foliage in late April, just
as a new flush of leaves starts
to follow those all-important
winter blooms. At this time
the oldest foliage can easily be
pulled out. Beware, though, as if
you cut too close to the crown,
rot can set in, and you may lose
your precious plant.■

A star in its own right, this H. x hybridus (Ashwood 

Garden Hybrid) helped introduce features including 

its purple reverse and picotee into other new hybrids

Upright-held blooms with yellow 

nectaries help make this hybrid a winner

‘Pink Shades’ has heavily spotted small cup

blooms and has already been earmarked 

for use in future breeding programs
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Features ���
This rectangular slate chalk board has 

a cut out in the shape of a boot – one 

of several designs that are available. 

Supplied with rope for hanging indoors 

or outdoors. Dimensions: 10in x 12in 

(25cm x 30cm).

Performance �����
A good size for making a proper to-

do list. The rough riven surface made 

writing with chalk diffi cult. A water 

based chalk pen worked a treat though. 

Outdoors, the chalk faded slightly in 

heavy rain but was still legible. 

Value ����
Simple design but a liquid chalk pen 

makes it easier to use.

Features ���
Made from Spanish slate and shaped 

in the Cotswolds. At 9in x 8¾in (23cm 

x 22cm) this is the middle of three 

available sizes. Has a hanging rope.

Performance ���
Compared to the previous design the 

riven surface was more diffi cult to write 

on and, outdoors, the chalk faded more 

in heavy rain. Given this and its smaller 

size it’s best used as a plaque or door 

sign with words written in permanent 

white marker. 

Value ���
On the small side but a larger one is 

available and is reasonably priced.

Features ����
A good sized board made from 6mm 

MDF, the artwork is hand drawn using 

chalk pens and acrylics and can be 

customised to order. A3 in size: 16½in 

x 12in (42cm x 30cm). Ask for “drilled 

holes” to fi t to a wall, fi xing kits are 

available for £2.39.

Performance �����
This attractive board was a pleasure 

to use as the smooth fi nish allowed for 

clear chalk marks and was very easy to 

rub clean. Ours came without holes but 

these were drilled with ease. Otherwise, 

simply lean against a wall.

Value �����
A good value board children will love.

SLATE BOOT BOARD £11.65 P&P £5.95

	 0345 605 2505

� worm.co
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SLATE WELLY BOOT  £9.50 P&P £4.95

	�08450 525125

� ro

GARDEN SCENE BOARD  £12 P&P £3.60

	�0208 133 4585  � thechalkboard.co

N
EARLY EVERYONE I 

know is hanging chalk 

boards in their homes. 

So why not have one 

dedicated to garden tasks that will

help fl ag up the most important 

must-dos like pruning and 

repotting. It’s also useful to have a

reminder of things to pick up from

the garden centre and if kept by 

the door will be easy to see before

you pop out.

Chalk boards come in a range 

of styles, and our selection of 

gardening themed designs are 

made or hand crafted in the UK. 

Gardeners’ chalk boards 
Consumer editor Julia Heaton, has some notes to pass on 

about the performance of six chalk boards in our tests

Some of the manufacturers we 

contacted supply various sizes 

and a host of designs, which 

are made to order or can be 

personalised as gifts.  

The boards that are suitable for 

use outdoors, such as the eco 

board and slate designs, can be 

hung anywhere prominent such 

as the shed door. Sometimes you 

may need to leave a message for 

expected visitors for instance “I’m 

in the garden”, or perhaps you 

have bunches of daffodils to sell 

by the gate, and this is where a 

chalk board comes in handy.

12 15 9 15 14 15

before you buy

Tried 
 & tested

Tried 
 & tested

http://worm.co.uk
http://romanathome.com
http://thechalkboard.co
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Features����
A good quality board made from

wood with chalk rest and chalk stick. A

metal attachment on the back allows

easy fixing. Dimensions: 11½in x 12in

(29cm x 31cm).

Performance���
A fun shape that will certainly stand

out. Its smooth finish was easy to write

on and once fixed to a vertical surface

looked great. The main downside was

lack of space for writing due to its

unusual shape.

Value����
A novelty item for your home with a

handy chalk rest, but lacks valuable

writing space.

Features�����
This 6mm wood, A3 sized board can

be hung from its handle or stood on a

wooden base (see main image), which

is available separately and also serves

as a chalk rest. The “garden to do list”

is standard, but the name and bottom

line are individually personalised.

Dimensions: 16½ x 12in (42cm x 30cm).

Performance�����
Has the most writing space for lists.

Chalk glided over the smooth surface,

rubbing off easily with a paper towel.

Value���
The personalised service bumps up the

price. If you decide you want the base,

it rises to £42.

ECO CHALK BOARD £12.95 P&P £

	 01872 575000 � ashortwalk.com

Features �����
Made in Cornwall from recycled pape

packaging and featuring a natural rop

loop at the back for hanging. Supplie

with a piece of chalk, which stores ne

in the hole provided. Designed to be

used outdoors. 

Dimensions: 12in x 8in (30cm x 20cm

Performance �����
Ideal for making lists of perhaps six 

jobs to do in the garden or used as a 

message board for visitors outdoors. 

Has a robust feel and was a joy to use.

Chalk didn’t wash off in heavy rain and

yet the board was ea

to rub clean.

Value �����
A practical, no 

nonsense chalk 

board that looks 

like slate but is made

from waste materials.

HEN CHALK BOARD  £5.40 P&P £3.25

	�01285 654241  � gardening-naturally.com

HAND PRINTED GIFT TAGS  
£1.50 PER PACK OF 3 P&P £2.95

	  0845 602 3774  
� greenhousesensatio

SUPER FOOD WRAPPING 
PAPERS  £14.99 P&P £3.99

Pack of fi ve  �  edenspaper.com

GREETINGS CARDS  
FROM £2.45 P&P VARIES

�  greetings@offthewater.co.uk
There’s a variety of tongue in 

cheek observations and rib-tickling 

greetings to choose from in this 

fun range. Cards are fi nished in a 

beautiful high 

gloss and are 

an ideal size for 

postage at 6in 

x 6in (15cm x 

15cm). All have 

been left blank 

inside so you 

can add just 

the right words. 

Make their day with tags 

cards and gardening wrap

Birthday 
greetings

Give two presents in one when you 

wrap your gift in Eden’s Paper. With 

seeds embedded into seven layers of 

biodegradeable tissue paper all the 

recipient needs 

to do is fi nd a 

suitable planting 

space and water 

the paper in. Pack 

contains fi ve 

sheets featuring 

tomatoes, carrots, 

beetroot, broccoli 

and bell pepper. 
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BEST
BUY

15 15

11 15

Add a rustic touch to

presents with these 

tags that have been 

hand printed with 

a bee motif. Eco-

friendly black ink, 

and recycled card 

have been used in the

process and the look 

is completed with a ju

string tie. Part of a range that includes 

bee ribbon and wrapping.

PERONALISED GARDEN 
CHALKBOARD £39 P&P £4.95

	 01332 824352 � delightfulliving.co.uk

http://gardening-naturally.com
http://delightfulliving.co.uk
mailto:greetings@offthewater.co.uk
http://greenhousesensation.co.uk
http://edenspaper.com
http://ashortwalk.com


From

reader
offer

MATEUR GARDENING readers

can claim this free Potato

Growing Kit. It contains 5 x

Potato ‘Jazzy’ Tubers, the new and

improved second-early potato which

produces higher yields and better

tasting potatoes than the trusted

‘Charlotte’ variety.

It’s a must-have early cropper for

2015. Delicious served hot or cold.

Included in your kit will also be:

Q 1 x Pair of Potato Scrubbing Gloves

Q 1 x 40 litre Patio Planter Bag

Q 5 x Packs of lucky dip Vegetable &

Salad Seeds

*Just pay £5.65 postage

Asparagus ‘Pacific
2000’ – selected
for flavour
Stringless spears are

tender and delicious.

This is a variety that’s

highly regarded for its

heavy yields and top

flavour. You can plant

it in spring or autumn.

Spears can be eaten raw

or sliced in salads.

Height 5ft (1.5m), spread

18in (46cm).

5 crowns £10.99

10 crowns £14.98

– SAVE £7

Potato ‘Super
Season’ collection:
harvest for months!
Take the hard work out

of veg plot planning

with a full season of

tasty potato varieties.

Grow ‘Abbott,’ ‘Pink Fir

Apple,’ ‘Lady Christl,’

‘Sarpo Mira,’ ‘Jazzy’ and

‘Desiree’. The varieties

in this offer will reach

a height and spread of

24in (60cm).

60 tubers £12.99

120 tubers £19.98

– SAVE £6

A

FREE
*
Potato kit

OFFER 1 OFFER 2

WORTH
£22.60
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SAVE
£6

SAVE
£7

Plus SAVE more money on these great offers...



Send to: Amateur Gardening Free Potato Kit Offer,

Dept AGT212/AGT213, PO Box 162, Ipswich,

FREE POTATO KIT OFFER AGT212/213

CODE PRODUCT Price

Subs

price

QTY Total

TCC58903 Asparagus ‘Pacific 2000’ 5 crowns £10.99 £9.89

TCC58904
Asparagus ‘Pacific 2000’
10 crowns – SAVE £7 £14.98 £13.49

TCC56514P
Potato ‘Super Season’ collection
60 tubers £12.99 £11.69

TCC56515P
Potato ‘Super Season’ collection
120 tubers – SAVE £6 £19.98 £17.98

TCC57568P Chilli ‘Heatwave’ 3 jumbo plugs £9.99 £8.99

TCC58638P
Chilli ‘Heatwave’ 6 jumbo plugs
– SAVE £5 £14.98 £13.48

TCC10394B One Patio Apple Tree Gala £12.99 £11.69

TCC10395B
One Patio Apple Tree Golden
Delicious £12.99 £11.69

TCC10396
Patio Apple Collection 2 trees
+ FREE patio Pear tree £22.98 £20.68

TCC58901P
Raspberry Full-season Collection
3 canes £9.99 £8.99

TCC58902P
Raspberry Full-season Collection
6 canes – SAVE £6 £13.98 £12.58

TCM59172
FREE* Potato Kit worth £22.60 for
every reader *just pay postage
(Offer limited to 1 per household)

FREE FREE
1

[ ] TICK
*£5.65

POSTAGE

£Total

■ TELEPHONE ORDER LINE

	 0844 573 2021, please

quote AGT212

■ Subscribers quote AGT213

and your subscriber

number to claim your

10% discount

■ ORDER ONLINE at

�www.thompson-morgan.

com/agt212

■ Subscribers should visit

�www.thompson-morgan.

com/agt213 to claim your

10% discount

How to order

�

To claim your FREE Potato kit tick the box on 

the order form, fill in your name and address and send it including 

payment of £5.65 to cover postage, to: FREE Potato Kit, Dept 

AGT212/213, PO Box 162, Ipswich, Suffolk, IP8 3BX. (Please do not 

send stamps or cash). Only one application per reader. Please 

make cheques or postal orders payable to T&M and write your 

name and address on the back. Alternatively, please complete 

your credit/debit card details.

Free Potato Kit will be despatched from March 2015. All other orders will be 

acknowledged with a despatch date. Delivery to UK addresses only. Offer 

closes 7th March 2015. Please note that your contract for supply of goods is 

with Thompson & Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich, IP8 3BU. (Terms & 

Conditions available upon request). All offers are subject to availability.

Patio Apple Trees
Ideal for small spaces!

Choose between ‘Gala’ and 

‘Golden Delicious’ varieties.

Patio Apple Gala Tree £12.99

Patio Apple Golden Delicious 

£12.99

Buy both for £22.98, saving 

you £3 and get a FREE patio 

pear tree worth £12.99!

Chilli ‘Heatwave’
– ornamental and 
delicious
A mix of hot fruits in shades 

of red, yellow and orange.

Beautifully ornamental as well 

as useful in cooking. Plants 

reach a height of 30in (76cm) 

and spread of 20in (50cm).

6 jumbo plugs £9.99

12 jumbo plugs £14.98 

– SAVE £5

Raspberry Full-season 
Collection – British-bred
Enjoy fresh raspberries from 

late-June all the way through 

to mid-October with this 

brilliant garden collection.

British-Bred, these are 

varieties that will produce 

superbly fl avoured fruit – and 

they’re also heavy croppers.

They grow to 5ft (1.5m) high 

and spread to 20in (50cm).

3 canes £9.99

6 canes £13.98 

– SAVE £6

OFFER 5

OFFER 4

OFFER 3
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SAVE
£6

FREE 
PEAR 
TREE

SAVE
£5

PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS

Signature

(Mrs/Miss/Ms/Mr/Title)

Address

Postcode

Telephone Date of birth

Amateur Gardening is published by Time Inc. (UK). Your personal information is
collected by Time Inc. (UK) in order to process your order.

■ Please tick here if you would prefer not to be contacted by Amateur Gardening or Time Inc. (UK) by post or

telephone for the purpose of research or marketing of IPC’s products or services.

■ Please tick here if you would prefer not to be contacted by other organisations carefully selected by 

Amateur Gardening or Time Inc. (UK) by post or telephone for the purpose of research or marketing such 

organisations’ products or services.

Would you like to receive emails from Amateur Gardening and Time Inc. (UK) containing news, special offers 

and product and service information and take part in our magazine research via email? If yes, please enter 

your email address below.

Email

7 FEBRUARY 2015 / AGT212/213

(Maestro only)

(Maestro only) 

My card number is

Valid from Expires end Issue no.

I enclose my cheque no………............... Value £………...............

made payable to: T&M (with your name and address on the back). 

To pay by Mastercard/Visa/Maestro (delete as applicable) 

complete card details below.

AG Subscriber No. (if applicable)..........................‘Gala’ ‘Golden Delicious’

‘Glen Ample’

‘Glen Moy’

‘Joan’

http://www.thompson-morgan.com/agt212
http://www.thompson-morgan.com/agt212
http://www.thompson-morgan.com/agt213
http://www.thompson-morgan.com/agt213


If you’re a ‘chilli head’, Martyn Cox recommends that you grow some of his 
favourite tongue-tingling chilli peppers to set your food on fire
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T
HERE CAN’T be 
many people that 
haven’t eaten chilli 
peppers. The fiery 

fruit are a key ingredient of 
many popular ethnic dishes, 
from Indian curries to Mexican 
cuisine, while hot sauces, 
pastes, jellies and a host of other 
condiments have become a 
staple of our store cupboards.  

It’s not always been like this. 
You’d have been hard pressed to 
find fresh chilli peppers or 
bottled products in 
supermarkets before the late 
1990s. Even our leading 

gardeners tended to ignore 
them or treat chilli peppers as a 
niche crop for those who liked 

to live life on the edge. 
Take for instance, Dr D.G. 

Hessayon. In my well-thumbed 
copy of The Vegetable & Herb 
Expert, published in 2000, they 

are given short shrift. The good 
doctor waxes lyrical about sweet 
peppers, but gives no advice for 
growing chilli peppers on the 
grounds that they ‘remain much 
less popular’.

How times, and our tastes, 
have changed. The grow your 
own boom over the past few 
years, exposure by celebrity 
chefs on TV cookery shows and 
an increasing appetite for 
ethnic food has led to them 
spiralling in popularity. As a 
result, every book on vegetable 
gardening has a comprehensive 
section on growing chilli 

Eating chilli 
gives a feeling  
of euphoria!”

peppers and most seed 
catalogues list twice as many 
hot varieties as sweet ones. 

ADDICTED TO CHILLI?

There are well over 200 
different chilli peppers available 
to grow from seed in the UK. 
These come in many shapes and 
sizes, from pods the size of a 
marble to thin ones nearly 12in 
(30cm long). There are varieties 
with red, green, yellow, orange, 
brown and purple fruit – a few 
even boast eye-catching 
variegated foliage. 

Also, their heat can vary 

Grow a selection of chillies in pots

from hot varieties to sweet ones

G
A

P
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For a more fi ery punch, hang

chillies on a sunny fence to dry

STOCKISTS

� sowseeds.co.uk

� sowchillies.co.uk

� southdevonchillifarm.co.uk

� chillisgalore.co.uk

enormously, from mildly spicy 
to something that will bring 
tears to your eyes and cause 
profuse sweating. This reaction 
to eating chilli is caused by a 
compound called capsaicin, 
whose amount within different 
varieties is measured on the 
Scoville Heat Scale. Sweet 
peppers measure zero on the 
scale, while ‘Smokin’ Ed’ 
Carolina Reaper’ comes in 
at over 2 million Scovilles, 
making it 100 times hotter than 
a ‘Jalapeno’!

Despite being relative 
newcomers to our kitchens, 
chilli peppers have been 
cultivated in their native Central 
and South America for about 
6000 years. Italian explorer 
Christopher Columbus is 
credited with introducing the 
fruit to Europe after 
encountering them on a 
Caribbean island in 1492.

He dubbed them peppers on 
account of their spicy fl avour, 
which reminded him of black 
peppercorns. Given his 
fondness for their taste, 
Columbus must have been the 

world’s fi rst ‘chilli head’, 
the name given to those 
obsessed with growing and
eating hot peppers. 

Every year, thousands of these
chilli addicts gather at special 
shows held in honour of the 
piquant pods. By far the biggest 
is the Chilli Fiesta at West Dean 
Gardens in Sussex, which 
attracted 22,500 visitors from 
around Britain last August.  The 
lively three-day festival features 
140 stalls selling plants, seeds 
and edible produce made from 
the fi ery fruit.

Joint head gardeners, Sarah 
Wain and her husband Jim 
Buckland, launched the event in 
1995, when a more modest 
2,500 folk turned up.  ‘It’s 
amazed me to see how chilli 
peppers have gone from being a 
cult crop to something much 
more mainstream over the past 
20 years,’ says Sarah, a chilli 
fanatic herself, with a collection 
of 280 different varieties stored 
in a Victorian glasshouse within 
the gardens. She recommends 
‘Hungarian Hot Wax’ for 
beginners - it’s not too hot!

2,200,000 Scovilles
‘Smokin’ Ed’s Carolina

Reaper’

923,000 Scovilles
‘Dorset Naga’

855,000-2,199,999 Scovilles
‘Bhut Jolokia’

100,000-350,000 Scovilles
‘Habenero’

50,000-100,000 Scovilles
‘Bird’s Eye’

30,000-50,000 Scovilles
‘Cayenne’

2,500-5,000 Scovilles
‘Jalapeno’

1000-2000 Scovilles
‘Pablano’

100-500 Scovilles
‘Banana’

Chase the 

heat

Capsaicin - measured in 

scovilles is what gives the 

rapid ‘bite’ at the back of the 

throat and long slow burn!

Q SOW SEEDS between 

February and March in pots 

filled with good quality seed 

compost. Cover with 

vermiculite, water and place in a 

heated propagator. 

Q AFTER GERMINATION, place 

the pot on a light windowsill or 

on the bench in a heated 

greenhouse. 

Q PRICK OUT seedlings into 4in 

(10cm) pots when they are 

large enough to handle.

Q TRANSPLANT INTO larger 

pots filled with a general 

purpose compost when roots 

show through drainage holes 

Q SUPPORT YOUNG plants 

with pea sticks when they 

about 8in (20cm) tall, or before 

they start to lean. 

Q PINCH OUT growing tips 

when plants are 12in (30cm) tall 

to encourage branching. 

Q MOVE PLANTS outside when 

all danger of frost has passed. 

Q WATER REGULARLY, 

especially in warm, dry weather.

Q AFTER FLOWERS appear, 

feed every two weeks with a 

high potash fertiliser until fruit 

have been harvested. 

Overwinter plants indoors.

Sowing and growing
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It’s a fact!
Chilli Fiesta at West Dean 

turns 20 this year –- don’t 

miss it, on 7-9 August at 

West Dean, Nr Chichester, 

West Susses visit

� westdean.org.uk

http://www.westdean.org.uk
http://sowseeds.co.uk
http://sowchillies.co.uk
http://southdevonchillifarm.co.uk
http://www.chillisgalore.co.uk
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‘Jalapeno’ – named after a town in

Mexico, these can be picked when

green and sliced to make a classic

pizza topping. Also perfect for

making an authentic Mexican salsa.

‘Hungarian Hot Wax’ – the long

slender fruits turn green, yellow,

orange and red. Pick when young

and mild for salads. Mature

peppers have medium heat.

mientos de Padron’ - a variety

om Spain with a peppery flavour.

enerally mild, although 1 in 10

s a kick. Best picked green, fried

olive oil and sprinkled with salt.

‘Cherry Bomb’ – resembling large

cherries, this pepper has a medium

heat and lots of flavour. Its bulbous

shape makes it perfect for stuffing

with cheese and baking.

‘Habenero Chocolate’ – the

attractive, brown lantern

shaped fruit are very fiery with

a rich, fruity flavour. Caribbean

favourite for marinades.

best for f lavour
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chilli sauce

8.8 oz (250g) chilli peppers, chopped

7oz (200g) chopped tinned tomatoes

2oz (60ml) white wine vinegar

2oz (56g) granulated sugar

Salt and freshly ground black pepper

1 Place the ingredients in a saucepan over 

a high heat.

2 Bring to the boil, stirring occasionally.

3  Reduce heat and simmer, stirring 

continuously until sauce thickens.

4 Remove from the heat to cool. 

5  Blitz in a food processor unless you want 

a chunkier sauce.

6 Season to taste. 

7 Pour into sterilised jars.

THERE ARE loads of fiddly recipes for chilli 

sauce, but this one is quick and easy. 

Experiment by adding other ingredients, 

such as garlic and coriander. The sauce will 

keep for about three weeks in a fridge.

Ingredients

Met hod

Grow your own
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ERY FEW of us 

grow all of our 

plants out in the 

soil, entirely 

exposed to the full vagaries 

of the weather. Most of us 

grow at least some plants 

under cover – they may be 

just a few pots on a sunny 

windowsill, or a coldframe, or 

we could have a greenhouse 

full of seedlings. 

Under such protection 

there are many things we 

need to get right for our 

plants. Most of these things 

we are aware of and tend 

to do well, but there is one 

that we generally tend 

to overlook.

We usually remember to 

keep the plants watered and 

fed. And we also keep them 

that little bit warmer (the 

shelter helps, but we may 

also add more with a heater, 

propagator or warm mat).

Whereas it is necessary to 

maintain a minimum 

temperature, remember that 

too much heat makes for 

fl oppy, soft growth, which is 

vulnerable to mould.

Adding more light restores 

the balance, so just keeping 

all the glass and plastic clean 

and clear will help. Ideally 

though, get one of the new 

LED growing lights; these are 

much cheaper to run than the 

older types of bulb, and really 

make a stunning difference. 

But heat and light are not 

enough on their own. 

The plants also need air – 

and changing air at that. The 

biggest problem when 

crowding plants together ‘to 

get them all in’ is the 

stagnant conditions this 

creates. Leaves extract 

carbon dioxide (CO2) from 

the air, and if the air does not 

move, no more CO2 is 

available and growth stops. 

That’s why greenhouse 

staging should be slatted – 

to let the air pass through. 

So space your plants 

carefully, and ensure that air 

can pass between them. 

Then copy the commercial 

practice – if you keep 

V
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“Heat and light 
are not enough 
on their own” everything sealed up to 

keep the heat in then 

simply add CO2. Stand 

a bottle of fermenting 

fruit juice, or sugar and 

water with some yeast in 

it, in the frame or 

greenhouse and this will 

supply the CO2 the 

plants need to grow. 

Experimentally, I tried 

having young chickens 

under the staging. It 

worked really well; their 

warmth and breath sure 

helped the plants. 

But their smell and the 

dust was not so good, 

and nor was the 

damage they did when 

they escaped! Q

Listen to our 
Bob on Radio 
4’s Gardeners’ 
Question Time

AG’s organic gardener

Bob FlowerdewBob Flowerdew
It’s crucial to 

water and feed 

plants, says Bob, 
but they also 

need to breathe 

Most of us grow at least some 

of our plants under some sort 

of protection – either

greenhouse, cloche or coldframe BOB’S TIPS

Sow early tomatoes (pictured)
and cucumbers in warmth

Put down beer or hollow
half-spud slug ‘traps’ in 
coldframes and under cloches

Check through stored fruit
and veg, and evict any that
are going over or rotten
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George is bird-watching!
IT ALWAYS makes me smile when I hear people being referred 

to as ‘bird brains’ implying they’re not very intelligent. I think, 

however, that birds are actually quite clever. I feed the birds in 

my garden around the same time every day, and the tree and 

hedge near the feeders are always full of birds waiting for me. 

Thankfully neither of my two cats are big hunters. George is 

too lazy but Poppy will sometimes chase the birds. When 

Poppy’s about the birds alarm-call to each other and keep out 

of her way. But they just carry on as normal when George is in 

the garden despite the fact that he sits under the feeders and 

watches them. They just carry on as though he wasn’t there, 

proving that they are not as daft as people think.

Trudi Wynn, Balne, Goole 

LettersLetters
YourYour Write to:

Jenny Bagshaw, Amateur Garde

Westover House, West Quay Road

Poole, Dorset BH15 1JG or email

amateurgardening@timeinc.co

Loving memories
I WAS looking for a rose to plant in memory of my sister-

in-law, Agnes, after her recent passing so I contacted 

AG’s experts for some help. Anna Toeman kindly pointed 

me in the direction of the Royal Horticultural Society’s 

Plant Finder website (� rhs.org.uk/plant/search-form) to 

see what they suggested. I put my sister-in-law’s name 

into the ‘Search by plant name’ box and it came up with a 

list of plants that included the name Agnes. 

I really wanted a hybrid tea rose but only found one 

with her name, which was a rugosa variety. However, I 

found two which I think will be suitable, ‘Loving Memory’ 

and ‘Remember me’, both from C K Jones. So I’ve 

ordered one for my brother and one for myself. 

I remembered that I’d bought a rose from them when 

Mum and Dad died 23 years ago. A new one had come 

out called ‘Chester Cathedral’, which they both loved to 

visit every time they stayed with me. I’ve still got it and 

it’s a lovely rose. I have an indoor or outdoor plant for 

everyone who’s died and to whom I was close. 

I fi nd it very comforting tending to them when I can no 

longer visit their graves through my own ill health.

Emily Terry, Queensferry, Deeside

STAR
LETTER
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Grisly treasure trove?
WHEN I’M turning over the earth in the garden I’ve 

often come across odd bits and pieces over the years, 

including some coins, badges and plenty of scrap iron.

However, the incident that sticks in my mind was the 

time when I rushed into the house announcing that I’d 

unearthed a dog in the vegetable patch. 

There were cries of “Oh, I wonder who buried him 

there, poor old thing. No, no, don’t you dare bring him 

into the house!”

I ignored the 

instruction of course 

and placed the dog on 

the kitchen table. 

My body still bears 

the mark of the large 

serving spoon my 

beloved wielded with 

great effect in 

retribution for what 

she still regards as my 

warped sense 

of humour!

Peter Gaston, 

Hawarden, Deeside

http://rhs.org.uk/plant/search-form
mailto:amateurgardening@timeinc.com
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Our Star Letter wins £40 in National Garden Gift Vouchers; tip of the week, £10; other letters £5 (£10 if we use a photo you’ve sent). 

There will be no vouchers awarded for Facebook comments published on these pages.  Vouchers can be bought and redeemed at over 

2,000 UK outlets offering more than 90,000 garden plants and products.  Visit �  thevouchergarden.co.uk for details.  

Letters are edited at AG’s discretion. Please enclose an SAE if you would like photos to be returned. 

Summer’s promise

WHILST I was

preparing

vegetables from

the garden

recently, I was

shocked to come

across this one-

legged ‘alien’ that

was hidden inside

a carrot!

Mrs Carole Casan,

Cullompton,

Devon

Jenny says... It

looks a bit like the

remains

of a frog after a

cat’s been at it!

IN A couple of months’ time the window-

ledges will be overrun and my husband will

be moaning about the annexing of the dining

table with trays and pots.

Within six months however, being able to

pick our whole dinner from the greenhouse

and allotment will be commonplace.

But for now these little ‘Roma’ tomato

seedlings are my pride and joy. Nothing beats

seeing the fi rst seedlings of the year!

Fiona Quinn, Blackboys, East Sussex
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I’ve just spotted the first of my Snowdrops,
very heart-warming on a chilly morning.
Anne Griffiths

My husband’s
grandmother always
froze tomatoes
whole so I tried the
same trick last year.
Just chuck them into 
the pan straight 
from the freezer. It’s 
very quick and easy 
and I’ll do the same 
thing this year if I 
get a bumper crop.
Jane Wade

 QUICKTIPS
SENDING PRESENTS in the post can cost a 

fortune, so simply add some nice packets of 

seeds in with a greetings card. It makes a lovely 

lightweight gift to send and receive. 

Jack Griffi n, Bristol

Be very afraid!

ALTHOUGH IT’S not a 

record breaker, I 

thought AG readers 

might like to see this 

latest picture of my 

amaryllis. It’s now in 

full fl ower and as our 

kitchen worktop is 3ft 

high, you can see it’s 

quite a whopper.

Geoff Lunn, 

Berkhamsted, Herts

That’s 

a tall 

order

This week on 

There’s no gardening going on here currently!
Diane Hudson
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* FREE trial digital 
version for iPad 

and iPhone 

LU
enjoy these 

fantastic benefi ts:

week

Cardboard makes a
weed-suppressing mu

Anne says:

Grow fruit in pots

Prune climbing wisteria

FREE SEEDS START THIS WEEK!

Try these colourful,
easy leaf begonias

from sowing to
harvest + recipe

B. REX
ROCKS!

GROW
LEEKS Starting bulbs in pots

Tips on trackin
slugs, snails an
vine weevils

HUNT
PESTS

Plant lilies
How to...

Fresh new lookfor 2015!

Perfect for your

baskets & borders

FREE
SEEDS

worth

ONLY
£1.99

£1.99

Quote code: 18D
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(UK time) Overseas: +44 330 3330 233

0330 333 4555
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coupon below

amateurgardeningsubs
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Crossword
...just for fun
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ACROSS

2 Genus name for heather 

(7)

6 A carnation or pink 

having just the one colour 

is described as this (4) 

7 Spring-flowering shrubs 

or small trees of the 

genus crataegus (4)

8 Era found in lovage! (3)

9 Mythical, supernatural 

being, found in Clematis 

viticella ‘___’ and Cytisus 

‘Amber ___’! (3)

10 The Isle of Wight! (1,1,1)

11 A moon of Uranus and 

a character in Hamlet: but 

also a cultivar of 

snowdrop and Saxifraga x 

arco-valleyi (7)

12 Independent Local 

Radio (1,1,1)

13 The estimated time of 

arrival is found in 

detached arboreta! (1,1,1) 

14 The atmosphere above 

a given point, as visible 

from the ground; as in 

Agapanthus ‘___’ and 

Clematis ‘Dutch ___’ (3)

15 Flower named after a 

Greek messenger of the 

Gods (4)

16 Cut your way through, 

say, thick undergrowth 

(4) 

17 Genus of the heavenly 

or sacred bamboo (7) 

DOWN

1 Modified berry with a 

tough, leathery rind, such 

as the orange (and other 

citrus) (11)

2 Eschscholzia is this 

poppy! (11)

3 A nice period of time, 

say from Friday to 

Monday, in order to get 

some gardening done, 

perhaps! (4,7)

4 Botanical name for the 

Japanese angelica tree 

(6,5)

5 After one does a 16 

across, one must be tired! 

(11)

CROSSWORD ANSWERS 

ACROSS 2 Calluna 6 Self 7 Haws 8 Age 9 Elf 10 IOW 11 Ophelia 

12 ILR 13 ETA 14 Sky 15 Iris 16 Hack 17 Nandina. 

DOWN 1 Hesperidium 2 Californian 3 Long weekend 4 Aralia elata 

5 Bushwhacked

TRUE OR FALSE? FALSE. It was an advertising slogan by Bird’s 

Eye to promote its range of frozen peas.

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE The castle is missing a window, and the 

punt pole is shorter. The man’s hat is now bigger, and there are 

more alliums at the front of the boat.

KEYWORD TO WORDSEARCH 243 (AG, 3 JANUARY)

GOOSEBERRY  

THE WINNER IS: MRS J WALSHAW, WAKEFIELD

�

(Answer at the bottom of page)

This word search
comprises the names

of plants, and
gardening words,

beginning with L. They are listed
below; in the grid they may be
read across, backwards, up,
down or diagonally. Letters may
be shared between words.
Erroneous or duplicate words
may appear in the grid, but
there is only one correct
solution. After the listed words
are found there are 10 letters
remaining; arrange these to
make this week’s KEYWORD.

LARCH

LAURUS

LAVENDER

LAWNS

LEMON

LENTIL

LETTUCE

LEUCOJUM

LIBERTIA

LILIUM

LIME

LINUM

LOBELIA

LONICERA

LOQUAT

LOTUS

LUPIN
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This week’s Keyword is ..........................................................................

Name ............................................................................................................

Address .......................................................................................................

Postcode .....................................................................................................

Email ............................................................................................................

Tel no ............................................................................................................
Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, publisher of Amateur Gardening will collect your personal information 
solely to process your competition entry.

HOW TO ENTER: Enter this week’s keyword on the entry

form, and send it to AG Word Search No 248, Amateur

Gardening, Westover House, West Quay Road, Poole, Dorset

BH15 1JG, to arrive by Weds 18 Feb, 2015. The first correct 

entry chosen at random will win our £30 cash prize.

No:
248

You’ll find mini-gardens cropping up in the most unusual of places during the 

Chelsea Fringe, which runs from 16 May to 7 June. And while the event first found 

its feet in London, displays will be staged in many regions of the UK this year (AG 

news, 17 Jan). But can you spot the FOUR differences between these two pictures 

of a floating Chelsea Fringe garden?  (Answers located at the bottom of the page)

“Fresh as the moment when the 
pod went pop!” This quote from 
TV gardener Percy Thrower in 
1972 became a well-used term 
for freshness in vegetables.  
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Gardener’s

tea break

  

WIN 

£30!
Wordsearch

Spot  the difference
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garden

Behind the village street this 

secret garden is a peaceful and 

sunny haven. Undulating borders 

are packed with perennials and 

shrubs, trees provide shade and 

topiary adds a quirky touch



The Wilson’s 

modern planting 

blends beautifully 

with the story of 

their working forge
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HERE’S BEEN a 

forge in the village 

of Ravensworth for 

centuries. “At one 

time my grandad had it, then 

my father and now me,” says 

Peter Wilson. In a nod to its 

history horseshoes still hang 

against its smokey walls, but 

now Peter’s work is in 

agricultural engineering with 

some blacksmithing to order. 

“I’ve made a lot of mesh 

plant frames for various 

towns, which are then filled 

with soil and bedding plants,” 

he explains. “There’s been a 

Tudor galleon, clocktower, 

dolphin, steam engine and a 

model of Hexham Abbey!” 

Unfortunately Peter’s own 

garden behind the forge used 

to be less adventurous until 

he met and married wife Enid 

20 years ago. “Until then it 

was just one big lawn with 

some square rose beds,” he 

readily admits.

Enid continues: ”What 

happens now is that I have an 

idea and he makes it work!” 

she says with a smile. In this 

way it’s very much a 

celebration of their life 

together – both being 

happiest when working side 

by side in the garden. “After a 

busy day, it’s lovely to get 

out, to think and to wind 

down,” adds Enid, who works 

in social care as part of a 

family intervention team 

aiming to support parents 

and keep children out of the 

care system. “I can come 

home feeling a little 

T

“People often 
ask to look 

around whilst 
they’re here”

An anvil stands amongst reclaimed tubs planted with silvery 

edelweiss and purple oxalis. Resting on it is a rusty horseshoe 

and a pair of pincers used for holding red hot metal



MEET THE OWNERS

OWNERS Peter and Enid Wilson  

ADDRESS The Forge, Ravensworth, Richmond DL11 7EU

GARDEN SIZE  Third of an acre

ASPECT West-facing

VISITED Late July 

SOIL Well manured, thanks to many years of farrier’s 

work at The Forge and its previous use for veg growing

SPECIAL FEATURES A strong sense of design unites 

curving borders, gravel gardens, two wildlife ponds and 

a stone folly.

Peter and Enid will be opening The Forge in aid of the 

NGS on 21 June (1-5pm) and by arrangement from June 

to October. For further details visit � ngs.org.uk or call 

the couple on 	 01325 718242
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stressed but weeding or 

deadheading drops your 

levels. Peter and I just love 

being out there together.” 

The history of the forge is in 

evidence throughout from 

old hay rake wheels on the 

terrace wall to a curved crook 

in a border, a graceful arch 

covered in wisteria and an 

anvil amongst tubs brimming  

with annuals. 

FOLLY FIND

Flower beds meander 

around the lawn, dividing up 

the space and allowing 

surprises like the 

Mediterranean gravelled area 

and half-tumbled folly 

doorway, to be discovered. 

When it comes to plant 

choice Enid explains: “We flit 

about looking for rarities and 

buying the more unusual 

from nurseries. We’re not 

experts but we like things 

that are different.” Amongst 

their selection and now 

flourishing are the poisonous 

Veratrum album, the dinner 

plate leaves of the foxglove 

tree and specimen trees set 

into the lawn.

The thriving plot has gone 

on to attract lots of admirers 

amongst customers to the 

workshop. “People often ask 

to look around it whilst 

they’re here,” says Peter. So 

the couple have taken things 

a step further and now open 

in aid of the National Gardens 

Scheme. “We love our garden 

and there’s a great joy in 

sharing it,” Enid concludes. Q

Although each blooms briefl y 

– for just a day as the name 

suggests – these day lilies 

keep on producing fl owers 

In front of the folly is one of two 

ponds that Enid and Peter dug by hand.

“We were inspired by Charlie Dimmock 

digging a pond in a weekend – it took

us a bit longer!” says Peter. 
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SUNNY SITE 
This gravelled area has 

the look and feel of the 

Mediterranean. When 

choosing plants or 

stonework for this look, 

leave enough space for 

their shadows to fall 

across the gravel.

VISIT PEMBURY House Garden on Tuesday 10 February 

and you’ll be in snowdrop and hellebore heaven. Since 

opening to visitors in 1992 owners Nick and Jane Baker, 

have had 16,000 people through the gate and raised over 

£85,000 for the NGS. With this year set to be their last 

opening they’re now hoping to bring that amount up to a 

magnificent final figure of £100,000.

Situated in Clayton, at the foot of the South Downs in 

Sussex, the three acre garden is home to a small woodland, shrubberies, 

roses and herbaceous plantings plus a fabulous range of hellebores.

As well as 10 February opening dates for snowdrops and early hellebores 

are 11, 12, 17, 18 and 19 February followed by hellebore days on 2, 5, 6 

March from 11am-4pm. Visitors are also welcome by appointment. 

For details see The Yellow Book 2015. or �ngs.org.uk

YELLOW BOOK NEWS

A single stone can look like 

a sculpture in its own right 

“We lost a eucalyptus tree in the 

winter of 2012,” says Enid. “The 

tree surgeon who cut it down 

made these mushrooms from it!” 

“The iron clock was a present,” 

says Peter, “so I added a cog 

from an old mill and cartwheels 

from a horse drawn hayrake.” 

Use labels that blend in with their 

surroundings Peter has fi xed a zinc label to 

metal from his workshop

Give a hint of the Med with a fl uted stone 

column reminiscent of classical architecture

http://ngs.org.uk


To place classified advertising: 

Call 0203 148 2858 Fax 0203 148 8314 

or email tadeyo.akitoye@timeinc.com
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PRWKHU PDQDJHG WR JHW D FRXSOH RI 0\UWOH SODQWV� 6KH SODQWHG WKHP LQ RXU IURQW JDUGHQ� ZKHUH WKH\ ÀRXULVKHG�

6KH WRRN FXWWLQJV RI WKH ÀRZHUV DQG VWRUHG WKHP VR , ZDV DEOH WR KDYH WKHP SXW LQWR P\ ZHGGLQJ ERXTXHW� DV

VKH NQHZ WKH\ UHSUHVHQWHG ORYH� ,W VHHPV IXQQ\ WKDW \RX FDOO LW 5R\DO 0\UWOH� EHFDXVH� DV \RX ZLOO VHH� P\ VXUQDPH LV .LQJ���´

6WURQJO\ IUDJUDQW PDURRQ DQG PDXYH ÀRZHUV� FRPH ZLWK DQ

5+6 $ZDUG RI *DUGHQ 0HULW�

7KLV ROG�IDVKLRQHG SODQW LV D IUDJUDQW SLHFH RI KLVWRU\� LGHDO WR

VFUDPEOH RYHU DQ\WKLQJ \RX ZDQW WR EHDXWLI\� 0RUH FODVVLF VLPSOH

EORRPV WKDQ WKH PRGHUQ W\SHV DQG� RQFH ÀRZHULQJ� LW FDQ EH

SLFNHG HYHU\ GD\�

)LUVW LQWURGXFHG LQ WKH ��WK FHQWXU\ E\ 6LFLOLDQ PRQN )UDQFLV

&XSDQL� LWV VWURQJ DQG KHDG\ VFHQW ZLOO EH D WDONLQJ SRLQW LQ \RXU

JDUGHQ�

&DQ JURZ XS IURP WKH VPDOOHVW SDWFK RI HDUWK RU D ODUJH SRW � QR

YDVW VSDFH QHHGHG� 6SULQJ GHOLYHU\�

� SODQWV IRU ��� �� IRU ���

7UHH 6WRFNV�
0DJQL¿FHQWO\ ÀRULIHURXV DQG KLJKO\

VFHQWHG� LW¶V OLNH KDYLQJ D SHUIXPHU\

LQ \RXU JDUGHQ� $ EHDXWLIXO VKUXEE\

SHUHQQLDO� IRUPLQJ D PLQL�WUXQN� WR VXSSRUW

JUH\ HYHUJUHHQ OHDYHV DQG VSLNHV RI

RYHUZKHOPLQJO\ VFHQWHG SXUH ZKLWH

ÀRZHUV� 3ODQW VRPH XQGHU D ZLQGRZ DQG

HVFDSH WR KHDYHQ� *URZV WR MXVW �� LQFKHV�

� SODQWV IRU ������ ��SODQWV IRU ���

)DWKHU

&XSDQL

7KH PRVW VFHQWHG 6ZHHW 3HD LQ WKH ZRUOG�

)DWKHU &XSDQL¶V 6FHQWHG :RQGHU

$ ÀRZHULQJ EDUULHU WKDW LV VLPSO\ VXSHUE

%ULJKW� EROG� IUDJUDQW

+DUG\ (YHUJUHHQ

)UHH

JURZLQJ

JXLGH

http://www.plantworld.org.uk
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’VE COME up with a

new game, invented

while stuck in traffic on

the way to the Isle of

Wight. It’s called ‘I’m a pot

plant – get me out of here!’

and involves spotting lifeless

containers in front gardens.

Marks are given according

to dereliction: an empty pot

earns one point but more are

awarded if the

mummified

remains of dead

shrubs and

bedding

plants hang

limply from

the sides.

A flush is

when a pot is

cracked and

zombified plan

spill out, trump

only by a ‘full house’ – that’s

the above but tipped on its

side accompanied by the

twiggy remains of a

Christmas tree.

It’s a great game and as

you’ll see when you play it

yourself, most streets offer

rich ‘I’m a pot plant – get me

out of here’ pickings!
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Often front garden

containers turn up their toes

because they don’t get

enough water, especially

those in the lea of the house

and a long way from a tap.

Good potting compost is

essential to prevent this,

both to lock in moisture and

make the most of what little

water the pots receive.

50 mix of

Innes No3

l-based

ompost

with good

multi-

purpose is

my choice.

The soil

cks in water

d along with

umps and

n quality

peat/peat-free, reduces

‘shrinkage’ – a gap between

the pot-rim and root-ball

would allow water to run

straight through.

Another reason for plants’

demise is water-logging,

when drainage holes in the

bottom of pots become

clogged. Recent ‘studies’

T
m

e
In

c
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have shown that crocks

traditionally used to aid

drainage actually slow the

movement of water.

This may be so, but

they’re there for another

reason too, and that’s to

filter out large particles

that would otherwise

bung up the holes.

Should you notice that

your pot plants are afloat,

tip the container on its

side and poke a stick up

through the holes to get

the water moving, then

rest them back on pot-

feet or bricks to keep

them up off the floor.

And if a pot-plant is on

its last legs, do yourself

a favour: hoick it out to

make space for

something that’ll cheer

you up, and cheer up

your front garden too! ■

Tune in to 
Toby on BBC 
Flower Show 

coverage

AG’s telly gardener

Tob  BucklandToby Buckland
Quality potting compost

in containers locks in

moisture and helps

plants to survive

final word

Toby’s

Q A TIP for tall containers and 
those chosen to house trees and 
shrubs is to place a hefty pebble 
in the bottom before filling with 
compost. The extra weight 
helps anchor them down so the 
wind won’t bowl them over.

Container plants in the nation’s front 

gardens are a sorry sight, says Toby

A
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m
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